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CALLED HISTORIC MOVE 
Pastoral, Polish pope picked 
the name John Paul, the 
same as his predecessor. 
"May Jesus Christ be 
praised," the new pontiff 
told a throng of estimated at
100,000 as he made his first 
public appearance on a 
balcony of St. Peter's 
Basilica overlooking St. 
Peter's Square. 
"Viva il papa!" ("Long 
live the pope!") the crowd 
roared into the moonlit 
night. 
VATICAN CITY (AP) - -  
Karol Cardinal Wojtyla of 
Poland was elected Pope of 
the Roman Catholic Church 
on Monday night in a bold 
break with a 455.year 
tradition of Italian pontiffs 
that foreshadows a new era 
in relations between the 
Vatican and the Communist 
world. 
The little-lmown, 58-year- 
old archbishop of Krakow, 
whose lection by the secret 
conclave of cardinals came He told them he had feared 
as a complete surprise, took - be ing  called to the papacy 
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but accepted it "in the spirit 
of obedience to Our Lord." 
Cardinal  Woj ty la ' s  
selection of the papal name 
John Paul II apparently 
indicates he plans to follow 
in the steps of his three 
immediate predecessors-- 
John XXIII, Paul VI and 
John Paul I, who died Sept. 
28 after a reign of only 34 
days. 
Cardinal Wojtyla's elec- 
tion came on the seventh or 
eighth ballot of the conclave 
of Ill cardinals in the Sistine 
Chapel that began Saturday papamV' ("I announce to 
evening, you a great joy. We have a 
White smoke, traditional pope!"). 
signal that a pope is chosen, About an hour after the 
wafted from the chapel smoke appeared, Cardinal 
chimney at 6:18 p.m. local Wojtyla, clad in his new 
time (1:18 p.m, EDT). Tens papal robes, walked onto the 
of thousands rushed to St. • balcony, waving and smiling 
Peter's Square as news of to the tumultuous crowd. 
the election spread. "Now the most reverend 
Soon afterward, a senior cardinals have called a new' 
cardinal deacon stepped onto bishop to Rome," he said, 
the St. Peter's Basilica speaking ood Italian with a 
balcony and proclaimed in slight accent. "They have 
Latin: , "Nuntio vobis called him from a distant 
gaudem agnum. Habemus country. 
20c 
"I was afraid to receive 
this nomination but I did it in 
the spirit of obedience to Our 
Lord and in the total con- 
fidence in Our Mother, the 
most Holy Madonna." 
He is the first non-Italian 
Pope since the Dutchman 
Adrian VI, who reigned in 
1522-1523. 
The son of a Polish non- 
commissioned army officer, 
Cardinal Wojtyla secretly 
studied for the priesthood in 
Poland while it was occupied 
by the Nazis in the Second 
World War. 
Mter the war, he was 
active both in teaching ethics 
and philosophy and in parish 
work under difficult con- 
ditions created by the new 
Communist government in 
Poland. 
A man with a quick smile 
and craggy features, he 
made his international mark 
during the sessions of the 
second Vatican ecumenical 
council in the early 1960s, 
when he served as an expert 
on the commission studying 
I 
marital problems. 
He was elevated to car- 
dinal 11 years ago by Pope 
Paul VI. 
The selection of the Polish 
archbishop satisfied one of 
the conditions expressed by 
cardinals before the con- 
clave--that the successor of 
Pope John Paul I also have a 
pastoral background. But 
again the cardinals picked a 
man whose xperience in the 
Vatican's administrative 
machinery was minimal. 
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RY VOTERS 
Claims 
hne Liberals 
levied 
giVAnNtCO~JVER (reCaP) sa~ chastised 
Voters rebuked Prime 
Minister Trudeau's Liberal 
government Monday, giving 
opposition parties a hefty 
psychological boost and 
extra Commons help in 
advance of next year's gen- 
eral election. 
Ballots counted in a record 
t5 federal byclectiona gave 
Opl:osition Leader Joe 
Clark's Progressive Con- 
servatives six of seven seats 
in pivotal Ontario-- five of 
them gains from Liberals. 
NDP Leader Ed Broad- 
bent, describing his wins as 
delightful, gained his first 
Newfoundland MP and held 
the only Ontario riding the 
'party captured; in the 1974 
general election. 
The results, he said, 
clearly illustrated an anti- 
Trudeau mood. 
Liberals held one seat in 
Quebec and gained 
another--St. Hyacinthe-- 
from Conservatives. Social. 
Credit retained the Quebec 
riding of l~tbiniere, last held 
by former leader Andre 
Fortin who died in a June, 
1977 ear accident. 
But it was Clark's night. 
His party lost the 
Newfoundland riding of 
Humber-St. George'sSt. 
Barbe to the NDP. But it 
retained the Maritime 
ridings of Halifax-East 
Hants in Nova Scotia and 
Fundy-Royal in New 
Brunswick. And it took five 
Liberal seats in Ontario and 
the only one open in 
Manitoba--the St. Boniface 
riding last held by Senator 
Joe Guay, a former Liberal 
cabinet minister. 
Clark said the results 
showed that Trudeau's base 
of support had been reduced 
to the predominantly French 
province of Que .bee. 
Conservative Bold only two 
of Quebec's 74 ridings. St. 
Hyaeinthe, held by Con- 
servative MP Claude 
Wagner be.fore his ap- 
pointment earlier this year' 
to the Senate, was captured 
by Liberal Marcel Ostigny, a
49.year-old farm equipment 
dealer and former provincial 
MLA. 
Liberals retained the 
Quebec riding of Westmount 
where lawyer Donald 
Johnston, 42, won the seat 
last filled by veteran Liberal 
minister C. M. Drury. And 
Richard Janeile, 31, retained 
Letbiniere for S,eiai Credit. 
In Newfoundland, the NDP 
won its first seat ever in a 
federal or provincial elec- 
tion. Fouse Faour, a 27-year- 
old lawyer backed by the 
prov ince 's  power fu l  
fishermen's union, took the 
.... seat.vac.ated by. former Tory 
MP Jack Marshall. Broad- 
bent described the win as "a 
major breakthrough." 
As expected, Con- 
servatives held the Maritime 
ridings of Halifax-East 
Hunts in Nova Scotia and 
Fundy.Royal in New 
Brunswick with candidates 
Howard Crosby, a 44-year- 
old lawyer, and Robert 
Corbett, a39-year-old former 
MLA. 
But their gains in Ontario 
fulfilled their fondest hopes. 
Former Toronto mayor 
David Crombie won as ex- 
pected in Rosedale, 
defeating Liberal star John 
Evans, former president of 
the University of Toronto, 
and taking the seat last held 
by former Liberal finance 
minister Donald Macdonald. 
And the party scored an 
upset win in York- 
Scarborongh, with 140,000 
voters the country.'s largest 
riding and one. that tra- 
ditionally reflects voter 
moods across the country. 
Conservative Paul Me- 
Crossan, 36, beat Liberal 
Paul Cosgrove, 43-year-old 
former Searborough mayor, 
to take the seat, Former 
Liberal r~inister Robert 
Stanbury won it in the 1974 
election. 
Conservatives also upset 
at Nina Kavanagh's (right) Copper Kiver 
equestrian school. The pony's name is Rosie. 
Conference Board in CanaCts 
and a candidate tabbed by 
Clark as a party star. 
De Cotret dashed Bryce 
Maekasey 's  po l i t i ca l  
comeback hopes in that 
riding. The former Trudeau 
minister--he quit federal 
politics two years ago for a 
successful stab at a Quebec 
assembly seat--ran third 
behind NDP candidate 
Steven Langdon. 
Conservatives retained the 
Ontario riding of Hamilton" 
Wentworth. Broadcaster 
Gecff Scott, 40, won the seat 
last held by Scan O'Sullivan, . 
who quit federal politics for 
the priesthood. 
• The NDP won in Broad- 
view, a riding held by NDP 
MP John Gilbert before he 
was appointed a judge 
earlier this year. The winner 
was Bob Rae, 30, an activist 
lawyer and diplomat's on. 
In Manitoba, Con- 
servatives took St. Boniface 
from tile Liberals. Jack 
Hare, a 58-year-old 
agr icultural  consultant 
defeated Liberal Robert 
Boekstael, 55-year-old city 
councillor. 
Postal 
workers 
strike 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Reports 
from across the country in- 
dicate that inside postal 
workers have started a 
national strike. 
A spokesman in the Ot- 
tawa local of the Canadian 
'Onion of Postal Workers 
said, "We are out across the 
country as of midnight." 
Leaders of the 23,000- 
member union called the 
walkout hours after leaving 
a meeting with acting Labor 
Minister Andre Onellet. 
The union now faces back- 
fowork legislation, ready to 
be introduced by the federal 
government today. 
CUPW president Jean- 
Claude Parrot has suggested 
that members will disobey 
any back-towork legislation 
if the government does 
nothing to improve working 
conditions or undercuts 
provisions won in the last 
contract, which expired June 
30, 1977, 
Oueilet said Monday night 
he offered two possible 
courses to settle the d i l l , .  
CUPW, for its part, was 
requested to stop strike 
action. Instead, it called the 
workers out. 
Parrot announced earlier 
Monday that members had 
voted 78.3 per cent in favor of 
strike action. 
Sunday the United Fisher- 
men and Allied Workers 
Union (UFAWU) told him be 
would have to pay a $2,-000 
fine to clear his name from 
an alleged blacklist com- 
piled by the union against 
fishermen who fished during 
a UFAWU strike last 
summer. 
Daryl Hamazaki of Van- 
couver was testifying at a 
British Columbia Labor 
Relations Board hearing into 
charges of blacklisting anj 
harassment of the Pacific 
GiUnetters Association by 
the UFAWU. 
COntracts 
awarded 
VICTORIA (CP) -- l -~-  
ways Minister Alex Fraser 
announced Monday. the 
awarding of cantractl kl 
excess of $8 mllUm 
ways projects throughout the 
province. 
He said a contract for $5.7 
million was awarded to 
Dawson Construction Ltd. of 
Vancouver for recon- 
structi0n of 8.5 kilometres of
the Yellowhead Highway 16 
between the CNR tunnel at 
Kwinitsa nd Igneous Creek. 
He said a contract for $1.2 
million was awarded to L. G. 
Scott and Sons Construction 
Ltd. of Kitimat for con- 
struction of a 23.4-kilometre 
section of Highway 16 from 
Hays Creek to Rainbow 
L~dge in the Prince Rupert 
district. 
Gov't under 
pressure to 
end strike 
MONTREAL (C~P) -- The 
federal government came 
under pressure from 
business and agricultural 
interests Monday to end the 
Great Lakes shipping 
dispute before it causes 
widespread amage to the 
economy. 
About 800 marine 
engineers and deck officers 
walked off the job at 8 a.m., 
paralysing most of the 
country's inland fleet at the 
bright'of the seasonal rush. 
In Winnipeg, the Canalan 
wheat board and the United 
Grain Growers called for 
federal intervention to end 
the dispute. 
Brian Mulroney, president 
of the Iron Ore Co. of 
Canada, said if the strike 
continues for any length, of 
time, it would have dire 
consequences for iron-ore 
producers on the Quebec- 
Labrador border. 
Nina Bartlett, 4 years old, gets her first riding 
lesson from Elizabeth Robinson (left) who was 
here for the week from Prince George teaching 
MAN CHARGED 
IN SHO 0 TING 
A IT.year-old Terrace man appeared in 
court here Monday while another local man 
is in hospital with a gunshot wound after 
what was described as a family dispute. 
Brian Duhan, also known as Brian Gib- 
son, was charged wHh attempted murder 
after an incident Thrusday evening in 
which police were called to a Thornhill 
residence to Investigate a complaint that 
there had been some shooting. 
Ross Gibson, 35, of 3530 Clore is in 
satisfactory condition in Mills Memorial 
Hospital suffering from a gunshot wound as 
a result of the incident. 
Liberals in th~ Toronto 
AS RATES CHANGED r,d,n, of Parkdale, last represented by former 
minister Stanley Haidasz, 
now a senator. There, Banks scramble schoolteacherYuriShymko, 38, beat Liberal Art 
Eggleton,  35-year-old 
alderman and budget chief 
Canada's chartered banks It follows the setting of a maintain a gap in interest of the Toronto city council. 
scrambled Monday to ill- record high rate Friday by rates between Canada and The Tories took Eglinton, 
crease their prime lending Canada's banking authority, the United States. the Toronto riding held by 
rates, leaving many to theBank of Canada, of 10.25 Canada needs a sub- veteran Liberal minister 
wonder how high is up. percent. Thethree-quarters- tantially higher interest Mitchell Sharp for 15 years. 
The prime--the rate of oneper-cent jump in the rate to attract foreign Conservative Rob Parker, 
charged to the most credit- central bank rate was the capital, most of which comes 35, a broadcaster defeated 
worthy customers--will argest of five increases this from the U.S. The prime rate Liberal Doris Anderson, a 
climb to 11 per cent from year. in  the U.S. was raised last magazine ditor. 
101/4 per cent today at most Many expert observers week to l0 per cent. Outside Toronto, Con- 
chartered banks. Some are were surprised at the big In the Commons on servatives ended a 52.year 
waiting until Wednesday to increase in the central rate Monday, Prime Minister Liberal grip on Ottawa 
boost he rate, highest since which bank Governor Gerald Trudeau said the high rate Centre where voters elected 
July 23, 1974 when it hit II~A BooBy said was needed to was needed to attract foreign economist Robert de Cotret, 
per cent. bolster a weak dollar and money to Canada 34, former president of the 
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ernment ducked questions 
Monday about its next moves 
in a dispute with the Mc- 
Donald royal commission 
invest igat ing  RCMP 
wrongdoing. 
Prime Minister Trudeau, 
Sol ic i tor-General  Jean 
Jacques Blais and Justice 
Minister Otto Lang refused 
to say whether the govern- 
ment would go to court to 
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McDONALD COMMISSION 
• t r !cky  i Gov ' t  ducks  ssue  
OTTAWA (CP) --  The guv- prevent cabinet ministers have the fi say " He ducked questions by iimiting theexaminationof 
protecting cabinet secrets Opposition Leader Joe Clark. cabinet ministers would be 
and national security, as to whether the govern- 
testifying before the com- 
mission in public, Such ques. 
tions were hypothetical, they 
said. 
Under heavy Opposition 
attack in the Commons, 
Trudeau gave assurances 
that the government would 
co-operate with the com- 
mission in every way. But he 
reiterated earlier state- 
ments that the cabinet will 
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At issue is whether mcnt was considering 
evidence uf cabinet limiting the commission's 
ministers and cabinet mandate to look at~t cabinet 
ducuments will be prvduced ministers' actions. 
inpublicorinclosedsessions "We do not see any 
before the commission, disputes arising," Trudeau 
The cummission, headed said. "Thero is no case 
by Alberta Judge David wher~ the government and 
McDonald, decided Friday it the cummission have not 
alone will decide which seen eye to eyc on everything 
written and oral evidence that has happened before the 
from cabinet ministers will commission." 
be heard in public. However, he said, "we do 
Government lawyers had have the ultimate respon- 
argued that all cabinet sibility in matters of Privy 
documents have to be Council secrets and national 
handled in closed sessions security. We will stand by 
when high-ranking RCMP (,ur rcsponsibility." 
officers and'senior cabinet Trudeau said the govern- 
ministers begin appearing ment will not hide behind the 
before the commission Oct. Official Secrets Act if there 
24 is evidence that.a cabinet 
Trudeau said Monday his ministep committed fraud or 
government has been more any other crime. 
than generous in turning RCMP officers have 
over files to the commission, already testified they burned 
"We have led them tofiles, a barn, stole dynamite, 
we have shown them things broke into a building to steal 
they shuuld know and Ithink Pard Quebecois mere- 
that this is very basic when bershiplistsand anumber of 
one is judging whether the other questionable acts. 
government is covering up." Mr. Justice McDonald said 
unfair to lower-ranking 
RCMP officers. 
Ed Broadbent, New Demo- 
cratic Party leader, said 
Trudeau's statement is a 
clear contradiction from 
assurances given the 
Commons by former 
solicitor-general Francis 
Fox. That minister had said 
that the commission, ot the 
government, would deter- 
mine what would be made 
~ ublie and what would be ept secret, 
Lang told Conservative 
Justice critic Eldon 
W~mlliams (Calgary North) 
that "co.operation and 
argument before the com- 
mission to this point has re- 
solved all issues and this is 
how we expect it to con- 
tinue." 
However, Trudeau con- 
fused the issue when he said 
'"the courts would decide." 
"That is what I am saying. 
"There are some cases 
where privilege may or may 
nut be invoked and the courts 
decide if it is right or not." 
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GAS 
CLAIM 
SAID 
HIGH 
OTTAWA (CP) --  
Claims tbat Canada has, 
enough natural gas to last 
into the 21st century are 
at best exaCgerated, 
Energy Minisl r Alantsir 
Gillespie said Monday. 
The federal minister 
said he is concerned that 
such statements from the 
oil industry will further 
confuse a public already 
facing contradictory 
views on energy supply 
and demand. 
"To make such 
exaggerated statements 
without any proven 
evidence is counter- 
productive, no matter 
how well intentioned," 
Gillespie said in an" in- 
terview. 
He was commenting on 
a speech by Fraser H. 
Allen, president of Amoco 
Canada Petroleum CO. 
Ltd., to the Ontario 
Petroleum Institnte. 
Allen said gas supplies, 
both discovered and 
undiscovered, are 
abundant enoug to carry. 
the country into the 21st 
century. 
But to find the supplies, 
the oil industry needed 
adequate prices, stability 
in government 
regulations and 
reasonable taxes. 
The companies also 
needed enough sales to 
support he development 
of new supplies. Allen 
said he supports 
proposals to export 
surplus gas to the United 
States. 
Gillespie said he 
wonders if anything has 
been learned during the 
last decade, marked by 
sharp changes in the 
energy outlook, 
In briefs to the current 
National Energy Board 
gas supply hearings, the 
companies say some 
additional supplies have 
been found. 
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"Open Season" on big buys- 
Start ing Wednesday,  October 25th! 
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NEWS IN BRIEF. 
I 
organization and the 
wWiN%PmEeG(Cc~)angeThe~n e economy," L,on told 
responsibility but no new reporters at a news con- 
faces emerged Monday as ference. 
Manitoba Premier Sterling ' 
Lyon announced etails of He said there likely would 
the first cabinet re-organ- be further changes within 
ization since his government :d~partments and in- 
" tei~departmental shifts that 
took office. " would be announced as they 
"Much of the re -  occur. 
organization is based on the Lyon said he expected the 
recommendations f the task current changes to be in 
force on gnvemment re- place within a week. 
Smith invited to talks 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
The Carter administration 
announced Monday it has 
invited Prime Minister Ion 
Smith and his black 
colleagues to new talks in 
Washington on the possibllty 
of a conference with 
guerrilla leaders to decide 
Rhodesia's future. 
The action was based on 
Smith's statement to 
members of the Senate 
foreign relations committee 
Thursda.y that he was 
prepared to meet with 
guerrilla leaders as long as 
there w~re no preconditions, 
said Thomas Reston, a state 
department official. 
British and U.S. specialists 
on Africa will attend the 
talks, to be held later this 
week, Reston said. 
An all-parties conference, 
one including leaders of the 
Patriotic Front guerrilla 
alliance, as Well as the 
Rhodealan government, has 
long been an objective of the 
Carter administration. 
Dollar worth less 
MONTREAL (CP)--Can- currencies in huge sums, 
ada's dollar lost more than a dowu 27-100 of a cent from 
quarter-of-a-cent against its Friday's close of 84.52 cents. 
American counterpart It started the day at 84.83 
Monday despite the latest cents, indicating market 
attempt by the federal support for the new Bank of 
government to support its Canada bank rate of 10.25 
value on international per cent, announced after 
money markets, the close of Friday's trading. 
• But heavy commercial 
The dollar closed at 84.25 selling, led by an uniden- 
cents U.S. on Toronto's in. tilled Japanese hank, sent it 
terbank wholesale market, sliding. At one point in the 
• where banks trade day it hit 84.20 cents. 
VP welcomes energy plan 
CALGARY 1(~) - -  Ap- one year to the fall of 1983. 
• proval by the United States Alberta Gas Trunk had ex- 
of President pressed fears that failures to congress 
Carter's energy plan was 
welcomed Monday by 
Diane Narvik, senior vice- 
president of Alberta Gas 
Trunk Line Co. Ltd. 
Alberta Gas Trunk, with 
Westcoast Transmission Co. 
Ltd. of Vancouver, are 
sponsors of the Canadian 
section of the $10.7-billion 
puss the U.S. energy bill 
would push completion date 
back to ]984. 
Alaskan gas producers 
now can begin to negotiate 
purchase contracts and the 
group then will settle con- 
tracts for transporting the 
gas, Mrs. Narvik said in an 
Alaska Highway natural gas interview• 
~ pipclu~e to carry Alaskan .: Thit~ represe01s another 
~gas thi'0ugh • Canada .to big st~p (o.r~e~".~l~R.:,,we 
b; marke~ 'ip the lower U.S.~ want l~0".'t:e.~d ' l~e0ple ~at  
Legislative delays in the it's a big project ~d there 
U.S. had forced the group to still may be other factors 
delay its schedule for which might cause tern- 
completion of the project by porary delays." 
Song and dance man dies 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) --  his Los Angeles home after a 
Dan Dailey, the lanky song- year-long illness. 
anddence man of Mother "Dan broke a hip in a fall 
Wore Tights, My Blue 
Heaven and other movie 
musicals of the 1940s and 
1950s, died Monday of 
anemia.  He was  62. 
Dalley, who starred as 
Gov. Williams Drinkwater in 
the television series The 
while playing The Odd 
Couple (stage comedy) in 
Chapel Hill (N.C.) a year 
ago," said Dalley's long- 
time manager, AI Melnick. 
"He had an artificial hip 
put in, then it became In- 
fected and he developed 
anemia. We urged him to go 
Governor and J.J. in 1969 to a hospital, but he hated 
and 1970, died at 3:30 a.m. at hospitals and refused to go.,, 
'Cancer cnrable'-Manner 
VANCOUVER(CP)- A cancer is preventable," 
Chicago biologist who claims Manner said• 
cancer can be beaten with He . . . . .  said that because of the 
ia.etrne, enz.ymes ana medical definition of the 
vitamin A, said Saturday wora . . . . . . . .  
. k . .  ~,~ . . . .  , I~ . 'm.  o , ,k~ u gu~% t i l t :  new t reat -  
u,=t  v,...~... . . ,~ .~. . .  . . , ,  mo-t~,, w.atulll ..av.,,hasm ~vtn ~ha ~"az~l IO= ¢ ~" 
follow his complete treat, n . . . . . .  ~r,,,,, ;, ~o, 
merit program should never "~"~ '~. . . . . .  "~ . . . . . .  
" " 'ease a aln oectarou a cure• get me am g . . . . . .  
Dr Harold Manner The aumence, some wire 
o$Loyola University told a t~rs  .in their eyes, a~. 
meeting of about 450nper. p auneu .. warn~.ly ana 
sona, some of them cancer surr. ounaco me rontmt, grey- 
victims, that his treatment is hatr.ed man with an almost 
effective against every type rellgmus zeal. 
of cancer except leukemia. The British Columbia 
"I fully believe today tha5 Medical Association has 
cancer is curable and, more dismissed as groundless 
importatnt for most of us, reports of laetrlle cures. 
Rate hike hurts farmers 
VERNON, B.C. (CP) -- 
The announced increase in 
interest rates for loans to 
Canadian farmers will make 
it harder for British 
Columbia farmers to 
compote with their United 
States counterparts, the 
president o f  the B.C. 
Federation of Agriculture 
sa id  today. 
Pat Hlbhert was com. 
meriting on an an. 
nouncement by federal 
Agriculture Minister Eugene 
Whelnn that the Farm Credit 
Corp.'s interest rates have 
been increased to 10 per cent 
from 9 1-2 per cent. 
"It is just another eason 
why it is hard to compote 
with the America/is," 
Hibbert said. "Their interest 
rate now Is three per cent 
less for farm borrowing than 
ours . "  
He said the increase 
makes it more difficult for 
Canadian farmers . to 
capitalize and compete with 
U.S. farmers. 
Allowance extended 
OTTAWA (CPI - -  The gov- 
e rnment  in t roduced 
legislation Monday to extend 
by six months a spouse's 
allowance that now is Ira. 
mediately suspended on the 
death of the elder marriage 
partner, usually the 
husband. 
The propoeal was can- 
tainnd in legislation which 
would increase monthly 
guaranteed income sup- 
plement payments to poor 
pensioners by ~,~0, fulfilling a 
promise the government 
made in August. 
"Anything is better than 
nothing but it still leaves a 
gross unfairness and it will 
still leave some of those 
people in a rough spot," said 
Stanley Knowles (NDP-- 
Winnipeg North Centre)• 
l 
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The climatological records 
are now being kept at the necessary equipment. They 
ranch by Betty Wettman. normally record readings 
In aPPreciation ofthe long twice daily and mail their 
and fa~(hful serviea by three reports to the collection 
generations of the Church center once a month. Anyone 
family, a silver tray, interested in volunteering 
suitably engraved, together their services for such a 
with a copy of the book station should write to: John 
"Between Fr iends" . ,  Henderson, Superintendent, 
produced by the Nationa~ Observational Services, 
Film Board of Canada, was Atmospheric Environment 
m'esented toBonnie Church Service, 739 West Hastings 
by J.R. Mathieson, Regional Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6-C 
Director of the Atmospheric • tAt. 
Chemicals that cure normal tissue -- the toxic 
cancer have been sought for effects of chemotherapy. 
many yearsata cost of much Among the unwanted 
effort and countless research effects are less of appetite, 
dollars. It is hoped that nausea and vomiting, hair 
somewhere out there a safe loss, and weakness. Tnese 
curative drug that will are temporary, as arule. 
eliminate all forms of this The British Columbia 
dread disease will be found. MedicalAssociation and Info 
So far it remains elusive, but or Health welcome your 
in spite of this, considerable questions. Send them tome 
Ix'ogress has been made. care of this newspaper. 
There are many forms of 
cancer cell, and it is unlikely I 
that one drug will he found II I 
that will destroy them all. II I 
Just as there is no single l[ +_ i 
antibiotic that will cure all | I  Lancer wo=~ I I 
infections, there is no anti- I I  iu~ttturned " 11 
'/'.',~n~er 'therapy that is' el- II " .... ~ ' -~"  , '. : II 
~+'tmtiv++in ~,In+~es.' +'+ II " . . . .  ] I ' /11  +++ '+' II 
Chemotherapy (chemical l[ ~ml~,l J l/ 
therapy of cancer) is II J=~Jo  II 
becoming more effective and I I  c.l.~.,.~.~.+oA+ II
in some imtances it is truly . . . . . . . . . .  "~ .... ' 
curative. There are more II . . . . . . . . .  --a.-, [ 
than 100 types of mncer and I I ] 
in at least 12 of these II I 
chemotherapy is capable of I[ I 
allowing a significant =' [ 
number of potential victims I 
to Bve out a normal life span. I 
" Most of the 12 tumors that I 
can be cured are rare, but / 
success with these will lead ] 
to better understanding of l 
the more common cancers / 
and most of us anticipate [ 
further successes in the ] 
' future. [ 
A basic difference between / 
a cancer cell and a normal [ 
one is that the cancer cell | 
divides, or reproduces itself, ] 
much more frequentlty. The | 
cell does not rest between i 
divisions. In a rapidly ] 
growing tumor 50 to 100 per / 
cent of the cells may be in l 
.the process of reproducing | 
themselves. In normal i 
tissue the proportion is [ 
perhaps one or two percent. | 
Most chemotherapeutic | 
agents attack the cell during 
the division phase - usuallyt i 
, by blocking an essential step i 
in this process. The cell | 
cannot reproduce and is 
killed. 
Normal cells are killed 
• also, but such a small per- I I 4ooz 
ten!age of them are In the I[ ,~t+,,.,aa,~l,t,,~.z~,=. ~.  
• division stage at any one II 
time the tissue made up of 1[ The vr~ctiadsize! 
.normal cells survives. Drug I I r 
,therapy is frequently given Ii ,-o,,+,.,,o,, ~ ,  ,. .r ,o , 
" " tem .................... mtermittently m an at p l l~+~'u 'v ' : ; ? .+mma 
to minimize the effect on | 
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Chairs -- Recliners -- End Tables-- 
Portsble T.V. 
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Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM'DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
F RIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
• D a a i m  a n  i f  a m  i guma m I qmlm m i N I  ' 
District of Terrace Only 
1 Weather  vet  I Recreationforum -DROp LEAFLETS was honored planned Thursday NDP launch campaign 
The Recreation Forum organized by the 
In January, 1904 H.E. Environment Service'of the Terrace Advisory, Recreation Commission will The B.C. New Democratic entitled"Some straight talk B.C. to beaware.f the facts government and the 
Party has launched a mass. about whal's happening to regarding the Bennett previous NDP g.w,rnment, 
Church began recording Department of Fisharies and take place in the arena banquet room on Thur. leaflet distribution cam- British Columbia" will be g, vernment's performance, It states the! the annual 
temperature "and  Environment. sday at 7:30 p.m. paign, distributed direr-to-direr by and theimpact t)f its actions gr.wth in real inw,stment, 
• ' the number of jobs created, precipitation data for the "Accurate ,  rel iable Invitations to attend have been sent to sporls Yvonne Cooke, provincial wflunteers in every part of .n the coon.my," says growth in mining output, and 
Meteorological Service of weather records over many and arts groups, service clubs and schools wi ih a secretary of the parly, says the province. Cuckc. 
Canada at his ranch at Big years, partaicularly from 350.000 conies of a leaflet real economic growth were 
Creak, B.C. The ranch is remote areas, are extremely request for written or spoken briefs. ~ ) o I ~ t h  "We want Ihe people of The IS-page leaflet lists a all higher with the NDP 
:located 29 kilometres's0uth valuable in understanding David Graham, the Provincial Government's series -f promises made by government. 
+d.Honeeville. Canada's climate," said recreation and fitness field representat"ive, will long t O W  Premier Bennett and the Under S,cial Credit, it S, cial Credit party during says, bankruptcies have 
Church continued the Mathieson. The Canadian talk on 'Recreation in Communities'. Molly - tim last eleclion campaign, d, ubled, the tax burden has 
"weather observing program government is very ap-Nattress,  ghairrnan of the Terrace Commission, C O S T S  ~1+""  m = = = = - ] r  ~ _ i l l i O an, o+,+ ,,o+ ,+e+,~o~,+~o 'until 1932. The only in- preciative of the con- 
.terruption occurred briefly tributions of voluntary will speak '~ b 'The Role of the Recreation promises to the subsequent percent per worker, andthe 
when the family home was climatologicai observers and Commission in Terrace'. LII Farkvam, vice. actions of his government, average unemployment rate 
destroyed by fire. Mathieson invited those who chairman of the commission, wi l l  report on the The leaflet also compares, has jumped from 7.1 to 8.5 
The duties were taken over 'may be interested to contact recreation survey taken in Terrace last year, as VICTORIA (CP) -- The coast, usually starting early citing data from Statistics per cent. 
bye son, R.H. Church, and the Atmospheric En* seen by the commission. Canadian Coast Guard in December. Canadaand the Department The leaflet will he. 
icebreaker Camsell, holed The cesselwasholedwhile of Finance, the economic distributed during the next his wife in 1932. They served vironment Service. He noted 
until t974 to be succeaded by that the record of continuous There wil l  be a question period, followed by by Arctic ice Sept. 10, escorting the supply ship record ,f Ihe S.eial Credit month. 
their daughter-in-law, serviceofmorethan74ynars coffee and general discussion. In addition, the arrived Monday under tow at Broderick and the tug Angus ,,,..----+ 
BennieS. Church. The ranch by the Church family is members of council, the recreation staff, the her home pert of nee by Sherwood one supplies trip, ; A ~ , ~ ~ ~  ~ to  O U r  
was sold this year and Mrs. among the longest in school distr ict  and school board have been asked Esquimalt. about 195 kilometres east of 
Church stopped taking the Canada. 1o attend. As Terrace is hoping t'o develope a Cost of the month-long, Cambridge Bay, off the / 
observe!Jonson March 3t, Climatological o=ervers retreation plan for1.he nexf f ive or ten years, 8,000-kilometre tow is s°uthern end °f'Vict°ria ~ ~  R ~ S ~  e 
• 1978 when she moved to Williams Lake. are given instructions and your irlpu1, is importarl1, so your  comrrlission asks estimated at $1 million, Island. Coast Guard spokesman There were no injuries in . 9 
provided, onloan, withthe you to af1'end... Stephen Rybak said. the incident and al150 pcople best deal in town 
He said tenders are being aboard were evacuated. The • 
. . . . . .  Camsell normally has a crew 
called to repair the vessel of 42, but thie was increased 
A I ~= • k T Unm D i oa~ dito~S eXePve~t~ed Suhneti~illthb~e to_.50 for !he. ArC~s~P.wa s 
V V [[~ I ~ i m | [._. r~  | spring..Wh!!e under repair, to~ne3 ~nPP~Ucanmar Sun- 
. | ~ena~lillrefa~so unuergo her plier 3,'which turned hc~r 
Generally cloudy con A more aclive weather Rvbak said the Coast over to the Seaspan - " . " . • Sovereign off the coast of ditlons will continue today system, passmg the weather Guard is negotiatmg wzth sno=ka 
and tomorrow, and weak sh!ptl~mafternoonwil,!.bring Ottawa for a replacement .~'=+ ' 
Pacific weather systems ram to tl~e "rerracc-~.ntzmat vessel which it hopes will he ' P, - ' - 'h -=" 
moving through the area will area t omorr,w mornmg, in service at the begining of xm.ax,,. ,  L**,~, rr,.~,,I. ,41 , , ,~  -~ [ . . ] [n~l . l~  q l .~t  
result in continued mild 'This curren! series of the new year. . .~,~Twtta~,,~,~ Jtq~lLgg|Wl;;~l.JtJUUpaat.ml~.u.~Lu. 
temperatures for this time of Pacific weather systems He said that. following her x uaa=tq.lxq..,q.~ i TERRACE HONDA SALES 
year. going, through the area annual refit, which usually VANCOUVER (CP) -- |~1  4912 HWy. ]6 
Highs this afternoon will a0esn t snow any s!g~ o~ takes placein November, the Cablecasting Ltd of Toronto | m | Terrace B C V0G 1L0 
be in the 10 to It degree letting up, so tne[est of t~e Camsell is used for work on is negotiating the purchase ~ &~-It71 
C~l~,/me:e~w~l~es:~p0a2d7.t?om 8" .~;~r.~asnS!,f rweXtl:nhecLoe~c;s°ionanei p~dedit~gna:pgati~n;:dnbUt~Y ,~ftB[~ti;hC~,lum;iapearS;etlstof ,___O_~ZDPk _Dt~_ le.rrC.__lcenceNomber020~,A_ 
.+:",' During Canada's Oc)ober Cheese Festival li I 
i ,Mi ld*  rbl i *Old* ' J[ I *. +*Ma e * *Swiss 
I Mozzare l la  [m[ f ~ ' ~  I YourChoice ]111' [ ~ ~  I YourChoi 
RandomVuts . . . . . . . . . .  lb. ~- lO~/~ / i RandomCuts . . . . . . .  Jb" [ ~ ° ~ / ~  i RandomC 
, 
I I ,==o,.o ~ ~ o+ _. ~o+s,.ooll 
l .  I Processed CreamCheese I mea,um tneaaar= I.neese Slices II 
/ i ~~clo  ,o s~ A-~AI :P~+"++~:r  s~ 
For thelunch box el!c" us for Toasted , or Ib / I o~°;;e~n~;~°~, M~MI  I Cheese Sandwiches too. "ill ~1_~1 ....... ~_ . .  ~ IV l~]  Ir / + *++++"" ' -+ ' - -+  / 
- f rom lraftn.  
" \ "~ 'g \  * I o~,-~,. ~ '~ 4~ ~ .=' " .' . / .+:. Med,um, ,++,+,+ Velvee 
[ ~..=..~.:r:., . . . . . .  I . . . .  " ~ ~ ~ . . " ~ = ~ - ~  ~ " ~  I I 
i ~ .~m.  Cracker Barrel l Processed Cheese I ,  Domest~ il 
~ ~ I Kraft. For ~--~ S~- -~ ~ A  [~C Part  Skimmed Mouarella II 
' lunch box or zzarella Kraft. ' lb. "~C Natura l  Mo  $ _t l  I .  tural ~ zzarella t qg  I 
Perfect for = after school Pk ~ [ Kraft Brand. 8 o z . ~  
/ rormeson (Seese N Processed' ( eN iz 
Kraft Brand. Grated. For I Kraft Brand. er' ~-~ / [N! 
spaghetti dishes, etc. ~ O  ~ - -  l A6poerfJe~cracker t°pp ' ~ "~/  
/ I kq~J  8oz. Shaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ -..LnL_..-~ . .................................. 
/ l lmneria!l  /Deluxe araway Cheese[ 
II r~'-"+++?l'+ IPkaatar " I, I+"~~~-Ine.e '"  ' . "qe .~,~.  _ _+.__ ~ ,  n ;__  I+ +I  5 + or iauenster unp= 
i S ~'=~' $ Sticks. . , ,~ ,..o ~. i  eat Canadian rted 
• :Ml~l+mreml, Gr . l PmCelmsl. I~IflBTalM, = Sot.SLoe .... .,. . . . . . . .  
- 80~. "L'Ub . . . . . . . .  " • 'c.,.. ~...,~a n.,M,~,+,, ,,h. 
10rSt~mgeelerY t6oz Packale. 801, Paekoge ..... 
• . . . . . .  t ,  t 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
The B.C. Beer situation 
this year should keep the 
head shrinks in business a
long time - trying to put 
together some kind of 
rational. 
First - this government - 
thru the liquor control board 
acted as direct strike- 
breakers with the im- 
portation of HOT American 
beer. But beverage lovers 
buy it -- reluctantly - and no 
one; Opposition MLA's - 
B.C. Federation of labor, the 
unions, no one says a thing. 
They like their beer too. 
Then the strike is over and 
Rate Muir (Minister in 
charge of liquor coutroD~ lit 
stuck with scab beer and his 
deparfment s ands to lese 2 
million dollars on beer that 
he had no business importing 
in the first place! 
Rare Mair is a minister of 
a government that promises 
it will give us all sorts of 
freedoms and warns us 
constantly of the evilsof "the 
heavy hand of socialism". 
At the same time this 
government goes beyond 
where socialist feet have 
dared to walk, into the 
realms of fasiem - yea - 
beyond that and beyond 
communism. 
They are telling us that we 
shall drink X brand. 
Will they tell us we must 
use Hydro for heat .- will 
they tell us we must drink 
tea? 
They are trampling on the 
most prized" freedom - the 
freedom of choice. 
The most amazing thing is 
the complete arid utter 
silence and lack of protest 
from the press, the business 
community and the people. 
The presa, noteably, the 
lower mainland press, would 
have incited riots in the 
streets if this situation arose 
under a socialist govern. 
meat, (or any government 
not of their choice). 
They sit, and by their 
silence condone the 
governments removal of a 
basic fr£,edom - freedom of 
choice. 
How could it bappm in a 
democratic country? But it 
has and people sit and drink 
that slushy, seaby beer and 
say nothing. 
Lea Watmough 
Better safe 
than sorry 
Winter is coming and your 
vehicle is probably ~ l l  
aware of it, even if you 
aren't, suggests the B.C. 
Automobile Association, 
particularly if it completed a 
long summer holiday this 
year. 
Now is the time to see to 
those squeaks and rattles 
before winter brings out the 
worst in your vehicle's 
performance. 
For safety's ake, be sure 
that either you or the BCAA 
approved garage of your 
choice performs the 
following maintenance 
checks: 
Battery: In the winter 
heavier demands are made 
upon the battery due to 
extended night driving and 
heavier operation of alec- 
trieal accessories and the 
cold increases the engine 
cranking load. Thus it is not 
surprising that faulty bat- 
teries are the most frequent 
cause of no starts in the 
winter. Check that the cables 
and terminals are clean, that 
connections are tight and 
that the battery fluid level is 
correct. 
Alternator: Have the 
alternator or generator apd 
voltage regulator checked to 
ensure they are producing 
the required amount of 
charge. 
Lights: Check park lights, 
tail lights, headlights, and 
signal lights for burnt out 
bulbs and wire deterioration. 
Are headlights aimed 
properly? 
Wipers: Windshield wipers 
will he called upon for extra 
duty, scraping off ice and 
snow. Inspect the wiper 
arms and blades and replace 
them if necessary. At the 
same lime make sure you fill 
up the windshield washer 
reservoir with an antifreeze 
solution so you will be able to 
keep your vision unob- 
structed during ~loppy 
driving conditions. 
Additive: Install gas tank 
additive to prevent con- 
densation from freezing in 
the fuel system. 
Cooling System: Check the 
heater and defroster for 
proper operation. Check the 
I~o~ lines and connection for 
leaks. Reverse flush the 
radiator and block and in- 
spect the thermostat for 
proper operation Clean the 
radiator core of bugs and 
dirt and pressure test ~he 
radiator cap Check the 
torque on the cylinder head 
and the pre~ure and con- 
dition of the belts. Make 
certain the radiator has 
sufficient antifreeze for cold 
weather. 
Off: After a long smnmer 
of driving, it is probably time 
to change your oil and 
possibly the filter as well. 
Cold weather demands an oil 
with the correct viscosity so 
be certain to check your 
owner's manual for the 
grade yon require for winter. 
Muffler: Have the exhaust 
pipe, muffler and toilpipa 
carefully checked and 
replaced if necessary to 
minimize the danger of 
carbon monoxide poisoning. 
Brakes: Adjust the brakes 
and check for excessive 
wear on the drums and 
lining. See that the brake 
fluid is at the proper level. 
Lubricants: Crankcase, 
transmission and rear end 
lubricants should be checked 
and replaced or sup- 
plemanted, if necessary. A 
chassis grease job should be 
considered depending on the 
make of vehicle and the 
preventive maintenance 
schedule recommended by 
the manufacturer. 
Tune-up: The engine 
sheuld be tuned-up including 
a check of the ignition 
system, engine timing, 
voltage regulator output, 
spark plugs, carburetor and 
fuel pump. The positive 
crankcase ventilation and 
exhaust emission control 
systems should he inspected 
as required by the 
manufacturer, and special 
attention should be given to 
the water pump, air cleaner 
and breather cap filter. 
Check the suspension and 
stecring. 
Hoses, Belts: Cheek all. 
hoses for cracks and wear 
and all fans and power-drive 
belts for wear and tension. 
Tires: Now is a good time, 
before the first snow to check 
tires for wear and to install 
snow tires on your vehicle. 
Have wheel balance and 
alignment checked. Studs 
are legal during the 
following pedodu: B.C. Oct. 
I to Apr. 30; Alberta, 
anytime; Washington Nov. I 
to gpr. I; Oregon Nov. I to 
Apr. 30 and California Oct. I 
to May t. 
Preventive maintenance, 
though it seems expensive at 
the time, is far cheaper than 
costly emergency repairs to 
major engine components. 
Remember, warns the 
auto club, to ask the price 
before you have any ser- 
vicing dune on your ..~hicle 
and k,, "-Ictly at you 
are getting for your money. 
i f  
.=-- ~ f "  
"'How can I have confidence in the dollar when I don't even 
HA VE a dollar?" 
THOMAS A TRILL THINKS 
Superstition is a state Of mind 
Few of us are superstitipus. We tend to 
think of 'spunkwater', omens and 'signs' as 
things of the past. True, many of us, after 
spilling salt, toss some of it over our 
shoulder; we avoid a street which has lust 
been crossed by a black cat, and most of us 
will not walk under a ladder. 
It is all very well to be un,supersfltious. It 
is another maffer to tempt f, ate or anger the 
Gods. That is why I like to c~rry a few lucky 
horseshoes, a couple of Irabblt feet, a 
scarab, and a Mr. Christopher (he was 
defrocked, remember) medal, wherever I 
drive. 
Over the years these protective Items 
have worked well. Whatever cannot be 
remedied with a monkey-wrench or starting 
fluid, I leave to them. ! have not had a bad 
accident in 35 years of driving. Of course, 
cynics wil l  maintain that I would not have 
cracked up.anYway; the protective Items 
being Just so much ballast. 
I knew a man, years ago, who made his 
baffery radio work bailer by placing his 
hand on top of it. I heard about a person who 
scattered bits of newspaper along New 
York's Fifth Avenue to ward off elephants, 
and that worked too. Most of us are 
acquainted with people who cure illnesses 
with copper rings or bangles. 
The list is endless. What I really meant to 
say was that we should not be superstitious; 
we can live our lives, free of all such non- 
sense, if we choose. We can rely on good 
management  and good iudgement to 
preserve us. We can be free of and from 
superstition. As a test, walk down a street, 
by the dark of the moon, ~ at midnight, 
Friday the thirteenth, where a black cat has 
crossed, carrying no protective devices and 
saying nothing. You'll be safe. 
Touch wood. 
. . . .  IN OIL IND.USTR Y 
Only one maverick left 
CALGARY (CP) -- The 
last oil refinery in 
Canada's oil capital today 
consim of an ancient 
brick building bucked by 
a cluster of small storage 
tanks. 
Hub Oil Ltd. is the last 
of the Canadian pioneer 
independents  st i l l  
producing for the 
autombile market, said 
company president Harry 
Kelmacoff, whose burly 
presence appears to be 
constrained by  a blue- 
vekted suit. 
The giants are gone. 
Imperial Oil's refinery 
now is giving way to 
homing and highway con- 
struction, while Gulf 
converted its refinery to 
an anpbalt operation six 
years ago. 
Kalmacoff said there 
are other recyclera, but 
not for the automotive 
market. 
Hub Oil recycles (re- 
refines) waste oil, the 
buck drained from crank- 
cases at service stations 
in scu~hern Alberta, as 
well as railway and in- 
dustrial oil from as far 
away as Kaiser's coal pit 
in southeastern British 
Columbia nd the potash 
mines around Saskatoon. 
Kuimacoff estimated 
that at least 50 per cant of 
the one million gallons the 
refinery produces an- 
nually returns to car 
crankcases via the yellow 
and red quart cans on" 
retail shelves. The 
remainder is used by 
industry, railways and a 
declining farm clientele. 
The 12-man refinery's 
capacity is three million 
gallons annually. 
"The only i'eason we 
don't produce more is 
because we can't get the 
oil," Kuimacoff said. 
Hub's 2,200-gallon 
trucks working within 160 
kilometres ofCalgary and 
6,000-gal lon tankers 
within 900 kilometres, 
collect only 10 per cent of 
the waste oil available. 
Kalmacoff said he 
believes the bulk of the 
waste oil is dumped on the 
ground by backyard 
mechanics. 
"Oil can be recycled 
forever and ever and the 
more you recycle, the 
better it gets," he said. 
Bitterness twinges his 
thoughts when the history 
of the refinery is men- 
tioned. It is the last oil- 
stained relic of the dozen 
small independents hat 
flourished in Canada 
• before the Second World 
War, cracking crude for 
gasoline to be pumped 
into cars and farm 
equipment. 
When Germany 
marched into war, the oil 
controller arbitrarily shut 
down the refineries, 
ordering them to produce 
aviation fuel or else, 
Kalmacoff said. They 
were not equipped for 
aviation production and 
padlocks appeared on 
plant gates. 
Hub Oil's fueility, ilie 
former Munro refinery, 
had cracked Turner 
Valley crude oil for the 
Calgary market. It was 
closed in 1941 and did not 
re-open until 1958 when 
Kalmacoff bought it as a 
supplementary to his 
downtown car wash. 
Until the Middle East 
opted for higher crude 
prices, Hub 0il was a 
marginal operation at 
best, and more often than 
not, bad to subsidized by 
soap suds ' profits, 
Kelmacoff said. 
Became of the higher 
crude prices, Kalmaceff 
said he sells his product in 
bulk at 68 cents a gallon 
today, compared with 22 
cents a gallon five years 
ago. He said he feels 
governments should be 
doing to encourage 
conservation ofoil. 
There should be in- 
cantives to recycle waste 
oil as in Europe, widening 
the pri~e gap between the 
new and cheaper recycled 
oil% he said. 
WITH ENERG Y CQUP 
Carter officials thrilled 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
U.S. administration of- 
llcials are feeling the 
flush of victory following 
the successful conclusion 
of an 18-manth fight to 
wrest an energy bill from 
Congress. 
' Analystssay the energy 
bill which returned to 
President Carter's desk 
following a final House of 
• Representatives vote 
Sunday will likely prove 
to be the outstanding 
achievement of the 95th 
Congre~. 
For Carter, the ap- 
proval is viewed as a 
n or personal victory, 
after arduous, tor- 
tuous and dramatic 
legislative manoeuvring. 
The bill comes beck to 
Carter in different form, 
however, from the ara- 
b ms plan he sent to 
C gross in April, 1977, as 
a solution to U.S. 
dependence on oil im- 
ports. 
I II 
Whether Carter's 
original proposal would 
have achieved this goal is 
at this point academic: 
the new bill certainly will 
not result in energy sclf- 
sufficiency, analysts ay. 
It also will put a far 
greater burden on con- 
sumers than Carter's 
original plan. 
What the two bills have 
in common, however, is a 
basic philosophy that 
American att itudes 
toward energy supply and 
patterns of energy use 
must change. 
Just as Canadian 
"legislators felt when 
drawing up their energy 
policy a few years ago, 
U.S. leaders now see a 
need for legislation 
reflecting the realities of 
a world where oll and 
natural gas 'are becoming 
scarcer. 
Where Carter and 
Congress disagreed was 
in the paths to be to|towed 
I I I I  
to bring about these 
changes. 
Carter s bill celled for a 
complicated series of 
energy taxes and rebutes 
designed to encourage 
conservatian while at the 
same time the country 
develops energy supply 
capabilities. 
Instead of following 
Carter's system, 
Congress decided to rely 
on instruments it knows 
best: regulation and tax 
subsidies. 
None of Carter's four 
separate energy tax' 
proposals made it 
through the legislative 
mill unscathed. 
The first, a five-cent.a. 
gallon stand-by gasoline 
tax that would increase to 
50 cents in 10 years unless 
consumption declined, 
sank quickly in the House 
of Representatives. 
The other three, taxes 
on crude oil, ~n industrial. 
I 
use of natural gas and oil, 
and on inefficient 
automobiles, wasted 
away in the Senate. 
Only a vestigal tax to be 
imposed on cars with 
grossly-poor fuel ef- 
ficiency made it through 
both chambers. 
Congress also eroded 
the president's plan for 
increasing natural gas 
prices. Instead of 
agreeing to raise the 
federallycontrolled price 
by about 30 cents to $1.75 
per thousand cubic feet, 
Congress decided to 
cemove price controls 
from newly-discovered 
~urees of natural gas by 
1985. 
The benefits of the 
congressional version of 
the energy bill will long 
' be debated, especially by 
natural gas users who will 
see their home-heating 
bills double before 1985. 
V:  
STEPHENS , 
P.C. MLA 
Reading the news reports of the premler's 
latest junket I see that he has finally realized he. 
has some explaining to do as to why he has failed 
to reduce spending and taxation, That's en. 
.couraging, but he might be wiser to get his facts 
straight before he makes, speeches. 
He is reported to have said that health, 
education and income support take 85 per.cent of 
~he budget. Perhaps he is talking about some 
imaginary domain of his, but here in British 
Columbia the total estimates of the Departments 
of Health, Education and Human Resources take 
only 65 per cent of the budget, and much of that 
money never gets past the bureaucracy. 
The premler's office recently asked for in. 
formation on how the sales tax and the school 
property tax will be removed by a Conservativ~ 
government without any reduction in necessary 
services. I have sent the information and I hope 
he studies it, because he could learn a lot that 
would be of great value to the people of B.C.., but 
perhaps he should familiarize himself with his 
own estimates first. 
He talks about closing hospitals. Well nobody 
but the premier has said a word about closing 
hospitals, that's just a dishonest scare.tactic - -  a 
typical Social Credit attempt by this merchant of 
fear to frighten the voters. But if he doesn't know 
that it Is possible to make substantial, cuts in 
spending on education while at the same time 
improving the quality of teaching, he simply 
doesn't understand what the real problems are. 
As to Income support, if he would ease his 
crippling tax load the productive sector of the  
economy would be able to provide enough jobs so 
that far fewer British Columbians would need 
Income support. 
The premier says taxes are too hlgh in 
California and he would have voted for 
Proposition 13, but he is talking about municipal. 
taxes. On the provincial level his government 
takes and spends nearly three times as much 
from each taxpayer as does the state govern. 
meat of California. 
The' premier talks of making cuts at the ex- 
pense of those who abuse the system. Talk is 
cheap from a man who has doubled the cost of his 
own office. If he ever does begin to cut spending 
he should start with himself. For months he has 
been tripping about the province at the tax- 
payers' expense acting as if he thinks he is Marie 
Antoinette dispensing favors to her subjects - -  
an airport grant here, a community centre grant 
there, a museum grant somewhere else. 
Every cent of that money was fli'sf t'~c~l'ouf of 
the communities that he is now pretending to 
give it to. It is money that his government never 
should have had, and never would have had if he 
were not overtaxing the people of B.C. 
THINK SMALL 
BY JIM SMITH 
A dumb question 
'What's going on here? Are 
we in a recession - or is the 
economy ex~rieneing reason. 
able growth? 
Now that may seem like u 
dumb question, a lot like stand- 
, ing in the sunlight and asking 
if It's mining, nut the eeono. 
mists don't seem to know the 
answer. So how can the rest of 
us, lowly •uninformed slobs 
that we are, hope to have any 
insight? 
Let's forget, for the me. 
meal, about whether Ihe ace- 
nora) is in good shape or not. 
' More important is the dislurb- 
ing~fact that none of the so. 
called experts seems to know 
the answer with any amounl 
of certainty. 
Up and down. around and 
arou nd. Business can be boom- 
ing oile minute and disastrous 
the next. We haven't expert- 
enced this kind of economic 
instability in decades. 
And the small business ee. 
tot is gelling clobbered. 
At Ihe besl of limes, it isn't 
easy to be a small business pro- 
prietor. E~,en brief recessions 
can prove to be fatal. Unless 
the firm has solid financial 
backing, there is no cushion to 
see it through the lean times. 
When the small firm fails, 
the owner doesn't suffer alone. 
Employees are thrown out of 
work. The government loses 
tax revenues. Suppliers are cut 
o f f  from a source of income. 
And on and on. 
The damage can be [nJnJ. 
mired° though, A business fail. 
are is seldom a personal fall. 
ure. With every unsuccessful 
business venture, the entre. 
preneur acquires knowledge 
and skills. These skills are in. 
valuable in future business yen. 
lures- iflhe entrepreneur can 
be convinced to move into an- 
other business investment, 
The trick. 'lhen, is to ensure 
that the entrepreneur will have 
adequate incentive to start an- 
oilier business if the original 
firm fails. And, since studies 
have shown that about 60% of 
the investment capital comes 
from the entrepreneur person- 
all), another 300/0 originates 
within the proprietor's family 
and close friends and only 
about 10% comes from out- 
side sources, the most valuable 
step would obviously be to bol- 
ster the incentive structure ihat 
invites entrepreneurs, their 
families and friends Io lay oul 
their own funds. 
The Canadian Federalion 
of Independent Business re- 
gards establishment of a more 
attractive small busluess invest- 
ment climate as one of Cana- 
da's more pressing issues. With 
that in mind, the Federation 
has recommended two major 
federal tax amendments: a 
100% tax write.off for busi- 
ness investment Io.~es in small 
.firms and exemption from 
capital gains taxes on shares 
of Canadian.controlled firms 
held for at least five years. The 
first measure would reduce the 
personal risk; the second would 
Increase potential profits. 
Canada can'! afford the 
deslructlon ef small firms 
caused by economic Instabil- 
ity. Some measures Io creale 
stability are overdue. 
"Think small" Is an editorial 
message from the Canadian 
Federatlon of Independent 
SuslneesC< 
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~r AUS SHOES 
BRAND NAME 
Snowmobile Boots 
~, .., 1 /3  of f  
• Many .  many more  spec ia l s  
........ 4615LAKELSE 
4600 
Block 
Merchants 
Oct. 19th 1= 
TOTEM FURNITURE 
Pure Madness Specials 
8 P,M,- 12 P'M, 
16 Ohostorfiokl Suites 1/3  off Roll:. Prise 
S Dinin| Room Suites 26% off RoB, Pries 
. ~=.oo  
Ilaqtal~ Washers & Dryers ~w~Vo ° ,°oU u buy, pair 
$ Bedroom Suites I/2 Pr,oo" 
.00 Save 60 on any Refrigerator 
.00 Save §0 on any Microwave Oven 
J 
TOTEM TV OENTRE 
REG. SALE ( "~'~' 
12-167 AM POCKET RADIO 7.95 4.95 IF  
14-842 CTR-42 CASSETTE RECORDER-PLAYER 49.95 39.95 / r i l I I I I T I IWIP .qT  
12-758 AM-FM CB PORTABLE RADIO 59.95 49.95 f ml l la lm= Wl iVU  
SUPERTAPE CASSETTES (ALL SIZES) 2 FOR I | OIBADT@M/M 
21.1526 TRC 456 CB 139.95 69.97 L ~rvn ioman 
12.197 AM HEADPHONE RADIO 21.95 13.95 ~ "" ~O/  
12.666 AM.FM PORTABLE RADIO 37.95 29.95 ~ L 1 I I  */. ~ 
21-174 TRC 74 WALKIE TALKIE 32.95 26.95 • [] v Iv  u , , ,  J~ 
21-1544 TRC 431 BASE 229.95 189.95 ~k .  I ' ,  ]r i n a 
22-27 TESTER 13.95 9.95 ~ t~ur£ .g  z~rooms e~ 
31-1980 SA 1000 AMP 219.95 129.95 ~ . ~  l r l  
40-1244 POWERHORN 14.95 9.95 3217 KALUM .~a lo~$ ~.nners  
40-1946 FORM GRILLS 8.95 6.95 
40-1951 FORM GRILLS 
42-2947 LAB 50 TURNTABLE 139.95 99.95 4 ~ lO/  . 
FC 479 20"COLORTRACK R.C.A. TV 679.95 619.95 | U /O off Bog. Prices 
ALLBEO(~xKsSySTEMS HOME STEREC SYSTEM :2~ Pl~rcl~rn:en, RE00RDS & TAPES,  
Radne thaeli 
FINANCING AVAILABLE ) 20% 30% off 
4607 LAKELSE me STEREOS 
4654 LAKE LSE ..... . ~ ~  
We're Mad at I I I t ' s  Madness  at  Ev 's  "''\'.';" 2 I 
ALL SEASONS SPORTING GOODS ii " " " ' ' * ' " ' "  I~, ~ !U'/o o.  I 
8-9 Hockey Equipment.;. . . . . . .  26% o,, II ,0~,,~ s~,~ ~,~,0~,  I I~" r : J '~? . i " " r . " ' . .  I 
9-10 Part¢ipatnon Special _ _. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ oo ,~s :~oO~; f  i 
Runners, Track Suits, Shorts. .Z~% 0If I . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ; "  I . - - - -  Broken Snob MIDNIGHT PRIOE 16 I VU  J' 
• Camping Equipment . . . . .  26~o I 
IL t NonTIILaNn I 
. . . 0 I i v ' . ' . ' ' -  Odors J Sizes, All Name Brands Reg. To ~p§.oe I \  \~ ~,"  , ' , [ ' , - , ; ;~, - , , , . .  I 11 12 All Sk.,____.._____..____.._Equzpment . . . . .  26 i ' I~n-~'~u~*om~r'~Vear,~'~'~'~or'~,0"~'~own;l~'~?"'"?" I 
FIRST 2OCUSTOMER~;WEARING i IReceives 10% Off All Regular Priced Stock l r ~ Drop i n  and. see  us  i 
I LOS 0 UN ISED SPEOIA S . _ NIGHTGOWNS OR PYJAMAS RECEIVE I T F ADVERT L at our  newiocatlon 
, Ne~ Gift Oornor A FREE T-SHIRT I I EG. McGREGOR SOCKS 99 PR. 
4542 LAKELSE '1 II 4605 LAKELSE Som.,,n. 4633 " LIKELSE for veryoNe t i
,I 
- ' - -  i m m  n nmn . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,.= . 
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TUESDAY 6 p,m, to midnight 
5 + 
:15 
:30 
:45 
I :00 
:15 
:30 
:45 
14s 
l~ i  KING 
(NBC) 
q 
World 
Series 
Five Star Movie 
'The French 
Connection' 
:00 
:15 
:30 
:45 
4ewe 
The Best 
of Carson 
in +] v 1,5 ~.__ 
11 
I I  145 
,(.)+ :15 
:30 
i a d :45 
i I :00 
:15 
:30 
~" I I :45 
I 145 
The New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America 
Alive 
Hollywood 
.Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The 
Doctors 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
1978 World 
Series 
Hourglass' 
Outdoor 
Educallon 
Paper 
Chase 
'To Be 
Announced 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
6 Million 
Dollar Man 
News 
Hour 
Headline 
Hunters 
What's 
My Line 
Wonder 
Woman 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Big Blue 
Marble 
Dick 
Caveff 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
Newsmakers 
Evening at 
Symphony 
In the I Sneak 
Beginning i Previews 
Taxi The Two 
Ronnies 
Quincy Sinai Field 
Mission 
The ~. I V 
National News 
Night News Hour 
Final , Final 
Late Late Koiak Show Movie 
l ' S e c r e t o f 'Barnaby Jones: 
Dorian Grey' i Pi~;,chance to 
l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  10 a,m. to 5 psm. 
.Canadian 
Schools 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Bob Swltzer • 
News 
Search  fo r  
T~m~rrow 
Bob McLean 
Show 
Where The 
Sky Begins 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
What's 
CookincJ 
Mad 
Dash 
Definition 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee 
'Cool Million: 
Hunt for a 
Lonely Girl' 
Electric 
Company 
M for Music 
Word Shop 
Natural Science 
2 cents Worth 
About Safety 
Write On 
Specials 
Art Starts 
Inside.Out 
Spinning Stories 
Making Music 
I :00 
:15 
:30 
I I :45 
'00 Another Edge Another •Stories of Am. 
:15 World Of Night World Music Place 
: 30 Where The Book, Listen 
14S Sky Begins , Economics 
• 00 Movie Take Alan Over 
nd~ 115 A Minute to Thirty Hamel Show Easy 
~1 :30 Pray, A Second " Celebrity Book , 
V : 4,S to .Die' Cooks Beat 
i : O0 FIIntstones The Price Sesame 
: 15 _ . Is Right Streev 
I LL  : 30 Carol 
1 :~  Burnett 
lllillllllllllllllllnllBlilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Q 
.."Le Creuset Ware is heat) while others are 
imported from France. lined with tan enamel 
LE  CREUSET It's made of cast-iron, (for roasting, sim. 
which is famous for mering or cooking over 
conduct ing heat  low heat). Of course, 
gradually and evenly all Le Creuset cooking 
(a necessity for surfaces are made to 
,~' ~ French specialties like conform to the staR- 
dl J • ~++ Sauce Bearnaise). The dards set by the Food 
, ~ .  ~ . .  cast-iron is coated with and Drug Ad. 
~ i ~ F y ~ :  , ~ a highly heat.resistant, ministration and by 
diamond-hard vitreous the B.S.I. 
~ + " enamel. Some Le "Both Le Creuset 
Creuset utensils are linings prevent food 
lined with a dull black from sticking and 
enamel (for frying or make the utensils very 
sauteing over high easy to clean." 
InllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllIIllllIlllIlllIIIllllllllllI 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazello Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 636-6576 
Store Hours: TuBs,- Sat, 9 B,m.-6'30 p,m, 
F,,da/P -,m,-9 p,m, OLOSED MONDAY 
CHARGEX 
VISA 
t, 
} 
:/)/ " 
[Halloween dance planned 
By Colleen Laces for costumes inthe following Regular admission prices Great Pumpkim C, arving~ 
categories: Most ghoulish, are being charged and costume Contest o be held 
October 27th. is coming up most original and funniest, everyone is invited. Some October 29th from 2 to 4 in 
fast, which means that you so come prepared ..... you brooms are available at the the Arena Banquet Room. 
have less than 2 weeks to get never know what will be Arena. Listen to the radio and watch 
your costume ready for the happening. Broom Ball has The Floor Hockey League Ihis space for more details. 
ghostly HALLOWE'EN started once again, it hap- is well under way, meetings Friday, October 27th. the 
DISCO. Prizes will be pens ThursdaY evening from are Mondays and Wed- Arena Banquet Room is the 
awarded uring the evening 7:15 to 8:15 in the arena, nesdays from 8-10 p.m. at place to be for Family Night 
Skeena Junior Secondary at Ihe Movies. These films 
School Gym. This is a fun are, held every other Friday 
league and is open to anyone night, cost is $1.00 per person 
SHOOK ABSORBERS +,s,.,+os,.,o+o,..o, o,,,.oo o.,o.,.e If you've always wanted to FREE. The N rthern 
dance the Waltz or Polka, NeigbborsCe-opsuppliestbe 
Parkside School Gym is the popcorn and beverages at a 
place for you to be Monday nominal charge. This s39 9s ExpiresrNov. 4th and Wednesday evenings. 
' • This session lasts from 
l ied  Oclober 23rd to November The  Ch ie f  
15th, and you can register at 
the Arena Office during 
regular office hours, says false 
I J  tnstalltwo SURE TRACKERS Speaking of fun. Super 
heavy duty A sedes "7 
Motorcraft shock absorbers ~ Saturday is looking for kids PRINCE ALBERT (CP) - -  
front or rear / ~ j  ages 5-12 who want to spend Statements made in a 
i,~ Inspect frontandrearsuspension/ J /  their Saturdays doing all doctoral thesis written by 
allsl~ings ,~/  sorts of crafts, playing DavidSttrpUl~formecifldeto 
steering assembly ~ games and who generally Dalton Cimp, L:-,m, l i l~  
! steednglinkage ~ ~ want to hav, e a good time. Progressive Conservative 
I Installation i cluded . "~ Times are 1O to 12 noon for 5 Party leade~hip problems 
Passenger cars and light rucks A seriesheaw.dutyshockabsorbem Terrace Totem Ford Sales LKI. to 8 year olds and 12:30 to from 19G3.1967 are "com- 
4b11 Kelth. ~ 2:30 for 9 to 12 year olds, cost pletely false" former prime 
carry alife-timeguarantee. Cooler LJceltm Nuld0er D00727,4 $2.00 per session or $15.00 for minister John Diefenbaker 
10 sessions. Don't forget the said Monday. , .  
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS.T , .  
Anything -Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.iNDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Man. - Sat. 8.6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Avenue' Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
K: .wooo 
BRAD REESE "~.~P* A.EA .ANA~E. ~ABINETS 
069 - 5"rH AVENUE m "1~ 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L  3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS. $64 . |488  
RES. 562 .2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
MEROURY OANAVEfNTURE YAMAHA 
(outboard BOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mort.. Sat. 8.~; 
Dealer Licence 4946 Grcig Number mm3A 636-6929 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERV ICE 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1VS 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
,O~ SERVICE ON ALL .AXES OF T.v.'= 
~ e  Warrenty Depot for ' 
qe '~ l "  Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN. - SAT. 8 a.m. - S p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.4543 
CHARTER: al 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT J 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equ l~ 
Learn to Water Ski at !1~ 
Lakelse Lake. / 
Reasonable Rates W 
Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTE RS 
Phone 798.2267 
at WaterLIly Bay Resort 
BANQUETS PA  R : r lES  
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle Disco 
B. POLICHEK J. Y. PAU l 
PHONE 635.5683 PHONE BSa.o28a  
, g,s,.,ss,,., i 
This. Space Is n.or-d J 
For Your Ad. i 
]Eteady-lVKx 6364936 
00NORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE,  B.C. 
OUSTOM OONORETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
li 
~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
"PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR" 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE. B.C. PHONE (604) 635-3863 
V8G 3N5 OR (604) 635-3861 
les vi~wnuR= 
Wf  I.I;UME 
Phone 635.4348 m,i,, ,m, 
Call us at 63§-63§7 9 to 6 
~ m  
d I 
 J ii' l h=ra ld  S P 0 RTS 
with Chris Porter 
Gabriel nominated twice 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Defensive nd Jim Corrigall 
was selected from Toronto 
Argonauts in three of the five 
categories" of Sehenley 
Awards nominations in the 
Canadian Football League 
announced Monday. 
Corrigall was named the 
Eastern Conference club's 
candidate as most out- 
standing player, Canadian 
~player of the year and 
"defensive player of the year. 
,He won defensive honors in 
'11975. 
:' The ' only Toronto 
nominations to elude him 
,ware offensive lineman of 
.ithe year, where tackle Nick 
Bastaja is the team's 
,,, ~minee, and rookie of the 
ii~ u', where wide receiver 
,ight Edwards is the 
Toronto pick. 
In first-round balloting, 
one player from each club is 
nominated ineach category. 
Sccondround voting, by 96 
sportswriters and broad- 
casters throughout the 
league, with results Io he 
announced Oct. 31, will 
reduce the contenders to10-- 
one in each category from 
each conference. 
Three players in the East 
and four in the West were 
nominated in two categories 
in the voting, which carrieb a
total of $13,500 in prizes. 
Tight end Tony Gabriel of 
Ottawa Rough Riders, three. 
times Canadian player of the 
year, was nominated in two 
categories, most outstanding 
player and best Canadian. 
Defensive back Randy 
Rhino of Montreal Alouettes 
and linehacker Ray Nettles 
of" Hamilton Tiger-Cats, the 
1973 winner as best defensive 
player, were other Eastern 
players nominated in two 
categories. Both earned 
nomination as n~t  out- 
standing player and best 
defensive player. 
Joining Gabriel .  and 
Corrigall in the race for Lop 
Canadian honors in the East 
are quarterback Gerr3/ 
Dateline of Montreal and 
fullback Nell Lumeden of 
Hamilton. 
Tackle Dan Yochum of 
Montreal, winner of the 
offensive lineman award in 
1976, has been nominated 
again this year and faces 
competition from tackle Jim 
Coode of Ottawa, guard 
Larry Butler of Hamilton 
'and Toronto tackle Bastaja. 
Ot tawd 's  de fens ive  
nominee is halfback Ken 
Downing, while plaeckicker 
J.T. Hay is the team's rookie 
candidate. Other top rookies 
• are iinebacker Jerry Friesen 
of Montreal, Hamilton 
iinebacker Ben Zambiasi 
and Toronto's Edwards. 
t= 
In the Western Con- 
• • • ,  " e* ,  
t 
Herb Scaife, 6'6",  is the p lay ing .manager  of the Har lem Clowns Eastern 
unit  which  w i l l  p lay  here on the date of Nov. 10. Scaife is one of the great  
, showmen of t rave l l ing  basketbal l .  He has been leading the Clowns'  comic  
,routines for years.  
Clowns coming soon 
Basketball Munkeyshineat Clowns are working their his players "keep the game 
That's what local fans will hardest to combine fancy interesting". Often the 
see when the world famous ball handling and shooting Clowns purposely pass up 
Harlem Clowns bring their 
fantastic show to the 
Caledonia high school 
gymnasium on the date of 
Nov. 10. 
The globe-trotting Clowns 
..,have been criss.crossiug the 
United States and Canadian 
prtivincea s well as the rest 
of the world, for more than 40 
years. 
For folks who like laughs 
with their sports, the Harlem 
Clowns have all the answers. 
From the time they take the 
floor to the tune of their 
theme song, "Sweet Georgia 
Brown" until the grand 
, finale "baseball game" the 
with both planned and 
spontaneous humor. 
In their long history, the 
Clowns have played mostly 
for high schools, with their 
games usually sponsored by 
the Lettermen's Club, 
Associated Student Body, 
Key Club, PTA and Girls' 
League. 
Locally they are sponsored 
by the Terrace Secondary 
Schools as a fund raising 
project for the present school 
year. 
Opponents have as much 
fun as the Clowns - because 
Owner A! Pullins insists that 
scoring opportunities and 
even toss the ball 'into the 
wrong "bucket" now and 
then. 
And the fans never tire 
watching the Clowns -- they 
come back year after year. 
Skier improves  
INNSBi~UCK, Austria 
lAP) --The condition of U.S. 
skier Run Biedermaun, who 
suffered eritieal injuries 
during training near here 
last week, has been removed 
from intensive care. 
skeena  
ference, defensive tackle 
Dave Fennell of Edmonton 
Eskimos was nominated for 
top Canadian • 
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Woman barre 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Women director Don Court~ey, who 
reporters will continue to he told her that reporters 
barred from Ottawa Rough generally wait in the ad- 
joining room for the players 
to come out. 
While Muntgomerys' male 
.counterparts ushed into the 
inner sanctum to interview 
the team, she was ushered 
into an adjoining room. 
Courtney brought out the 
players he wanted to talk to 
several minutes later. 
The Ale, Toronto 
Argbnauts  and Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats make the same 
arrangements for female 
reporters. 
Riders' dressing room, 
Frank Clair, general 
manager of the Canadian. 
Football League club, said 
Monnday. 
Dabble Montgomery, a 
local television reporter, was 
nut allowed into the dressing 
room Sunday by club .of- 
ficials following Ottawa's 13- 
l0 victory wer Montreal 
Alouettes. 
Montgomery said she was 
stopped at the dressing room 
door by Clair and publicity 
(nn me GlUE W)U 
IILL THE (omFORTS 
OF HOME... 
Now you  can  go  anywhere  and  st i l l  have  those  
comfor ts  o f  home.  Take  your  vacat ion  th i s  year  
in one  o f  our  fabu lous  recreat iona l  veh ic les ,  
i t s  the  on ly  way  to  ge l  
1978 FORD THUNDERBIRD _tTnQ_~ 
VA, Automatic, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  W~WBVVV 
1977 MO.N:ZA ................................... uses  
3 Door~'V : '8 .auto : ;  ' ' " .... • . . . . . . . . .  • 
1077 eaev BELMRE $4996 
4 Door Sedan V8 auto, P.S., P.B." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' " "  . . . . . . .  "" 
1977 mSTANG $5696 
3 door V.8, 4 speed, T roof, stereo . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
1974 DATSUN PIOKUP $2896 
4 cyl. 4 speed . ' . - . . ' . . ' ' " ' " "  . . . . .  '" . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  
1977 BRONOO $6895 
Explorer 4x4' V-8 auto. "' . . . . .  ...........................oooo. 
197E INTERNHIONAL $ 6696 
li/2 ton with steel deck, low mileage, excellent service truck . . . . . . .  
1976 FORD F260 OREW OAB t'71!lR 
4X4. V-8 auto. t rans . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~p, wm w w  
1976 DATSUN 2MZ _~mtOK 
OnlYlO,O00 Miles. Excellent Condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  qq~VV~V 
1976 KAPLUN TENT TRAILER tgd_ClR 
Fridge, stove, excellent condition ................................ 11wi -www 
1974 iNTERNATIONAL PIOKUP $139§ 
6 cyl. auto t rans . ' ' " ' ' " " ' ' " ' " ' " ' ' " ' "  . . . . . .  ' ' ' " ' " " "  . . . .  
1974 OHEV PICKUP 
30 Series, V.8, 4 speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • $2995 
1977 18' SANGSTER 
165 RaP, Merou~ inboard oumoerd, Ea8; lead ~nller, 
Toilet - Depth Sounder, One.bee Radio, .Like new eondmen 
In recognition of progressive manqement..• 
modern sales and so|vice facilities...sound 
merchandising prnctices.., high quality stun- 
dards,..and continuing interest in r:qdaring 
superior service to owners of the Ford tamily of 
line products. 
~RESENTED 
TO: 
Terrnee Totem Ford Sales Ltd, 
41~1 KeHk 
SAFEWA¥ 
Boneless Hams 
Oq-O-Vno 
Whole or I/2'e ,b 2.991 
I i i i  i | n i l | l i l l e  u m  I I  i i l l l  
Wing s 
SteakSBee,. OradeAIb.3029 
.~_=,.r_~_.,y_ . . . . . . .  ~ l _ . _V~_  
ou, u. Fo., 49 , 
Frozen on trays, lb. 
Pineapple 
Lnbni. Orushed. 5 5  C 
Sliced. Chunk. 
14 fl. oz. Tin 
Raisin Bread 
.,,.rk 55  c 
lS oz. SI,ood loaf 
Frozen Yogurt 
Lucerne. 9 
Assorted Flnvours. 
I Ldre Tub ~;., , ,.- 
Green Peas 
Peas II Oarrots or Mixed v.,.,.-, 
Col-air. lb. 
Frozen. Bag 
,R Purpose F lour  
,.,i. 10, 3 i9  Rood, Bag • 
lee Oream 
Snow 
Star. ~ l f~~- -~ 
hsorted ~ Lairs IIII tQ)  N /  
Flnvoure.~ Cnrton~ e ~J  ~/  
Lettuce 9 
Grown. Fancy Grade Molntosh'C ,bS 
Apples ,;,,oi| ~9  Bag Lij • ~ I~ '  
B.C. Potatoes 
Gems No. I Grade 
5 0,: 4.89 
Sales in Reta i l  Quant i t ies  on ly .  
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Minor Hockey standings 
__o :   .oo. , . . .  .o , .  
° ' -  -A-* TEAM WON LOST T IED GF GA POINTS 
Chairman 
dies 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  A Football League's Hall of 
funeral service was held Fame selection com- 
durinng the weekend for mittee since 1963. 
Joseph Melville Breen, Breen, 81, died sud- 
former president and deniy Friday while dining 
chairman of the board for at the St. James Club. 
Canada Cement and Breen, a two-way 
chairman of the Canadian halfback, starred with the 
University of Toronto 
Blues, Toronto Parkdale 
RowingClub and Toronto 
Argonaut eams. 
He and Brian Timmis 
were the first two players 
inducted into the Football. 
Hall of Fame in 1963, 
PUPS 
Kltlmat 2 0 0 16 9 4 MIDGET 1 0 1 6 5 3 ImangRmHi l l ingH l i  iaDHDliimnaBiiBDiimRi•DiRiDlaliHilRimHiDHiHlmilHHH~ 
Terrace - . . TEAM . WON LOST TIED GF  GA PTS i '~' m 
5mithers 0 1 I ; -; ; Kalum Electric 1 0 0 4 2 2 I • 
Prince Rupert 0 2 0 ! Ka um Tire 1 0 0 1 0 2 • 
PEEWEES 15 - - B C G E U 0 I 0 0 1 0 • 
Terrace 2 0 0 , -4 • Moose 'Loclae 0 I 0 2 4 0 -~ ' = 
~lt lmA# 1 1 O / / 4 - -  • i 
F~l~in'(:'e" Rupert 1 1 0 ; 7. ~ & & I 
Smithers 0 2 O 1:) ' I t  ~r  • • 
BANTAMS 15 2 " ~ r ~ • v ~ l  i ~ A ~ i  • Kltlmat 1 1 0 11 PEEWEE • - -  O N  • 
~lnce Rupert 1 1 0 !1 175 2 TEAM WON LOST TIED GF GA PTS H i V Y  ~ ~m~ml  H 'i "i O 17 z " i m 
Terrace " " h L m er 1 4 0 7 19 2 Po le u b 2 0 0 0 2 • • 
SK/~!hG:i'~'S 12 10 0 14 74  i ! i l  wwnBrDOl::e' i i i i ! ! " ALWAYS | 
-- 2 0 0 17 7 4 Y _ . . •  • 
~_e.rrace - - ^ ~ 0 7 14 0 Pup Reps 0 0 0 o 0 u • . . . .  m,  ~ • 
~rml~ersKUper' 0 2 0 7 1 7 0  Sko0lun: 0 , 0. , ,0  i TELL  A i 
Bruins going for third straight : "BEST " 
5 and a ain in '76 both For William Rangers won in won .only four Memorial : ~.~ • What do these fellows have 197 g - , ' " t een 1949 a ' fforts -- before 22 and Unwerslty of Cups De w nd 69 m ~ l • • [ l l J '  _..L~ in common: Charhe losmg e . . , • - ~ • 
Conacher, Billy Reay, Start beating Ontario and Quebec Mamtoha.an 23. .  Western In 1971, however, the • . ~1~ ~ l ~ i l l  ~1~ ~ • 
Smyl, JerryToppazzini, J.C• champions in the_'77 final t ea_m_s_too._~seven, M eamor~al pue.l~c a~d aOtneta~o nJ ~m~r = ~=l~i l imk l l~k  ' ~ = 
~.Larnhlnv l~c,~,,,u i~=t,lr Miltp Inta ment in meir own t:Ul~ uutw~.  =,,+= -,,-  .o,,, . . . .  =, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _-- ;ttl = 
,~..~==.~: . . . .  ; . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  rna ifie The next 16 years play because of an over-age --, . . . . .  "-~1" == Palm=t==,, Elmer Vasko, backyard, at the Pac • • • m 
• Last ear the produced some mammoth rule m the west• Edmonton The ent i re  fami ly reads  it. Toe Blake, Brad Maxwell, Cohseum. Y Y . . . .  s " • ~ • 
Buzz Bog Lionel Conacher- reheated in Sudbury -- Sault struggles with the Cup ex- Od Kmgs Jocquaclou..urn • • 
Richard' Martens, Dicki; St;_Marie: 'ow did the ~P:i~g~ingmJ~: c~ an equal ,cR?m)•Huntt~; a~.nmnO;eOamtO : And, why not? There's ,~ : 
Moore,. Marc Tardfff, Andy But j'ust n ~ • , . . • . " 
I~th~t~= ss;l=,, ~h~t-ltn ~,,~mnplition be~zin~ Well, 60 Through t e 1950s and 60s, bdmn of every Canadmn boy • .~  • • . . . . . .  L_ J _ .  ~*~ • 
~T~,'~=~,-k¢~'~.~.~" q,~'~' ,~,  ~,~='~'"~m~ ~ile" Ontario however, the East regained is to play for the Memorial • some•rag  [or everyuouy  ,~ , 
an"~d=~u~'L~"leur? . . . . . . .  H~key A~sociation offered its domination, The West Cup as a junior ." = . . .  • .e . _ ]  . . . . .  -"_ /~  =m 
They'al l  played in the the Memorial Cup for a [ ~  - -  . . . . . . .  - "~T  • In  Er ie C laSS l l lCU pa~c$ an . • 
Memorial Cup final before national junior cnam- Jl& 1111 ,=11_ _ " / • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ • 
going on to professional pionship And it was with a 1 L~i i  T r io  l _m nA I IV  HF I IB I I I  • 
• . . , n a n  i i am _ / • ~ l~ l lml l  I I~ lumanl~ [ ]  
hockey careers, certain aegree ox I ,~ m ~,~mm~,  / .= 
In the 60 years, the trepidation, the west ac- [ 1 -1r~ '~,1~ ~ m ~ l ; Whether  you ' re  buy ing ,  =- 
Memorial Cup has been cepted the chall~ge'zt_.., was I U l l  ' I I~k l  • I1~ [ ! • . . . . .  • 
,awarded to the best junior As it turne , il . I , L ~ , U ~ , ' ~ U ~ q ~  t • ~11:  . . . . .  , : , . .  i . o=; .n~ ? • 
'hockey team in Canada, with justification as ttegina [ ... • ~=====~ .~. , . . . . . .~  . . . . . . .  ~ % • 
countless other players have Pats were humil!ated_14-3 by I ~u ,=~ 1 ~ ~  I m , , .  . . . ~ _ 
gone on to outstanding pro University of Toronto I ~ I I I1~] [~• I = moKmg sora  jan  or  ~ =.. 
careers. And for even more, Schools in the first Unto ann I . "1 - - "  ~ 
just being members of Selkirk. Manitoba was [ I "- serv ices,  you ' re  sure  to  ge m 
MemorialCupteamswasthe beate~ 15-6 in a two game I . . . . . .  ~..~,, • ~ " '~' • 
highlight of their careers, total goal series b~-Toronto I / ~ L ~  ~i : '+  ~ • __ . . : _ , .  . . . . .  , *~ ¢ . , - , - -  *1~,~ • 
"~'-~'-  '~ "~ N .... Canoe Club the secona year i "~  ~- . - - - " - "~=~*~'  ~ ~ I • t lu=l :v ,  =~:ou=.o  == u=,,  .==,.. • • .o.,50 tg ,,.,~ ~-  . ' , - - - - -  .=  ~,,.a , . • 
Westminster •ru ins  the Eastern reporters sa~d' I m [ M i i ~ ' ~  I ¢ . . . . .  - ,, . ' m V • fabled old mug has rested the ser~es, served to show [ ~ [ • c lass i f ied  pages.  • 
the last two years at the that )unior hOCKey as pmyea "~- - .  ,1~i  ~ , .  • 
of Fa & . ' g . i . . _ 
coach Ernle McLean is calibre of that in the Ontarm | m , ~  * ww __~_ , - J - -  - -L  I • I - -  I - , . .~ml  ~r '~m~i  " 
eoafident his charges can situation." . . . i l eS l :anvear lo lma[ouayat  I | I ~ l l l  h ; '~ .~=h: '~.~ 'L  : 
ma: it an unprecedented The Eastern. ( Jam•at•n, | ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES l • l I I  I • V~[~I~[.4W V ~ , ~ V /  • 
three m' a row this" season, however, was broken in .1921 | ~|[ ,  4912 H,~." . . . .  , ,  ~ == ~' • 
having been to the final in thesmrtofaV~estern reign. L ]H[O I%TDA"  Oea J " U a l l y  H era la  • .- _ -. 
• • 
• - • 
+•lllllllmllllllillilillllinllllllllllllllllllll!ll.!~l~l+ l l l l l lm l l  
You'll roar with delight at all 
the money you're going to save! 
Take a sneak preview at K mart's Grand Opening Special in this 
paper, Tuesday, October 24th and see how we've tamed the prices on 
everything from family fashions to automotive supplies, We'll show 
your who's King of the Bargain Junglei 
IN THE SKEENA MALL 
4 
STOP'!Z 
SAFETY TIPS 
On Propane by 
B.C. Fire Marshall 
1) Cylinders a re to be transported in upright position at 
all times empty or full. 
2) Cement pad under each cylinder. 
3) Regulator to be fastened on the wail or short polo. 
4) No cylinders by driveways or road. 
S) Cylinder valves to be changed every ten years. 
6) Copper lines and flared fitting only. 
7) No cylinders to be put In buildings. 
O) Cylinder 3 ft. from any opening or corners, meaning 
basement windows or ground level. 
9) Cylinders not to be dropped. Any dents or pin holes 
will be condemned on your expense. 
10) Folks, we don't want to read about you, but have 
you for our customers• 
Thank you 
Canadian Propane 
Stan Bergunder 
Management 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 0ALL 
6354396 
*=.m mel.,  
++i 
!; 
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!:i ;,11 
J 
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FAMILY KITCHEN: A GREAT SPOT FOR A FIREPLACE 
With growing interest in kitchen, only seconds from grill to 
creative cookery, and entire . • table food won't lose its Contemporary is the look . . . , '  
families taking part in pot- ofso many freestanding fire- SlZZie. 
watching, what better place • . Is yours a country kitch- places ava,lable today. Their • 
than the kitchen to add one brightly colored porcelain or en? Then an old-fashio.ne.d, 
of America's favorite fur- enamel finishes - -  or even wood.-burn!ng stove might 
nishings - -  a fireplace, basic black - -  oan accent a 'provide just the rtght, 
If you thought fireplaces modern mood. Freestand. autlaentic touch. No longer 
belong only in the family ng fireplaces are even easier hard-to-find relics, wood 
room, think again. The case . . . .  stoves are widely sold to(lay to install than butlt-,n untts . . . 
and economy of installing a i " e m a variety o! styles many - - ,ust remember to mclud_ . , 
factory-built fireplace has a fireproof base and follow of .w.hlch can be used .for 
inspired homeowners to in. the manufacturer's specifi, cooking as well as heating. 
Since the energy crisis be clude them in other rooms cations and building code re- ' " 
of the house. More and o " n n gan, stove sales have soared u,rcments for .ro.er clear- 
more, fireplaces are show- ance~ from nearby walls, as homeowners sought hese 
oldtime appliances for their ing up in kitchens - -  partic- 
ularly when the room is a 
center for family activities. 
• Un l ike  convent iona l  
masonry fireplaces, built-in 
style, factory-constructed 
units come ready-to.install. 
There's no need to knock 
out walls, do extensive re- 
modeling or build a special 
Because factory-built fire- 
places come in a wide range 
of sizes and shapes, finding 
room for one in a good.sized 
kitchen needn't be a prob- 
lem. If space is tight, choose 
a compact, built-in model: a 
slim, freestanding, conical 
style; or a fireplace of either 
practicality as well as their 
nostalgic charm. Improved 
efficiency in today's wood 
stoves and factory-built fire- 
places make both a good sup- 
. plenlental heat-source and a 
good decorating idea. 
A brightly burning blaze 
type, designed for corner in- in the kitchen heurth can 
foundation. That's because stallation, make cooking and meal- 
these built.in units feature times even more pleasur- 
"zero-clearance," which The chance to cook with able. And, even though the 
means they can bc safely wood or charcoal year- table is a natural l:amily- 
placed right on or against round makes the kitchen an gathering spot, a fireplace 
existing walls and floors, ideal spot for a fireplace, nearby adds one more good 
Face a factory-built fire- Barbequing doesn't have to reason to make the kitchen a
place with any non-corn- be a seasonal ritual - -  spe- real "living" room. An ex- 
bustible material to match cial grills for fireplaces perienced, reputable dealer 
the room decor, and the re- make it possible to cook and can help you decide what 
suits can look as authentic serve wood or charcoal-' type, shape and size wood 
as a traditional hearth or as broiled entrees indoors dur- heater best meets your 
"now" as a contemporary ing cold weather. And, with needs, t" 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  How to 
Park Avenue Realty.  
ltave you ever thought 
about covering your walls 
with fabric to conceal Am- 
perfections, but lacked the 
budget for a professional 
job, and felt too intimi- 
dated to try the process 
yoursdr? 
Over  1800 sq.ft, of fa ta l ly  l l v lng l  Well 
constructed sp l l t  level deslgn. Features 3 
bedrooms, fami ly  room, den, guest room, 
sundeck, double carport  and much, much 
more. Fu l ly  landscaped lot w l th  hlgh rear  
fence wh ich  a f ford  pr ivacy.  Asklng $72,500. 
Call Ke l ly  and lets ta lk  homes. 
With fabrics and the 
"quick staple" method, you 
can cover imperfect walls. 
By using the same fabric 
print from floor to ceiling 
and wall to wall, you can 
also enlarge a small area. 
A good starting point is 
the left corncr of the room. 
Measure wall areas und csti- 
mate how many lengths ol 
• . nl] 
t i l l  r The plate's convenient 
, . Innmattve Appliances ' Many cooks prefer the construction allo~s usage as 
.. Crock plates, alogicalcx- flat ~ookine surface as fowl a griddle, wok, steamer, 
.... ~ [ . . . . . . . .  '. i'. t I I . tension of convenient crock and roast can be prepared poacher, braizer-broiler. 
~ ~  pots, are now oecoming al- without he inconvenience of chafing dish• warmer-server, 
most as popular as their pre- nlacing them on end and omelette-crepe maker. 
decessors. '- • 
Nutritious meals can be Cleaning of a flat plate is A high temperature  
served conveniently andeco- easier than a round pot and makes the plate warmer 
nomically on the high-tam- many crock plates have a than a regular oven, skillet, 
perature stoneware multi- non-stick surface, or deep fryer. 
llllllllllllnllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll; 
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l • 
INSTALL A KITCHEN FIREPLACE, equip it with a grill and enjoy barbequecl • • 
meals, year.round. With just seconds from fire to table, food 8rdled indoors 
w0n't lose its sizzle.'l" 
The Good Old Days Get the Snack Knack! 
For those nostalgia bufis Snack time is the perfect • • 
who long to return to the occasion to cut down on • 5140 AGAR AVE. Only 526,500 • 
• C0mnact 2 bedrm• renovated residence, attractive interior, electric heat, • 
simple life of yesterday, food costs and is a great • free standing fireplace, new floor coverings of carpet and cushion floor. • 
here's how the Early Amcri- time to help your family to 
can housewife spent her day better nutrition. I •  Large 89"1ot, water and sewer. Excl. 882. • 
I 
in the kitchen: -• • : NEW REMO On 80' x 200' lot • : 
=" ' V, ~ a ~lnCC most  snacks  con-  meals 'ere cooKeD over a . • Attractive package of mobile plus 12x56' addition having 4 bedrms., ample • 
sist of "junk food" that is fireplace in great iron pots. . • carpet, utility room, electric heat, separate dining room, fireplace. Good • 
Later she had to hand not only expensive but oflit- um 'water for doin th~ tie food value, doyour fam-•  • water pressure system. Landscaped. All for $28,000. Excl. 874... •! 
p p ' g . • REVENUE PROPERTIES • 
Ily and your budget a favor at'tar-dinner dishes. (She , " .• " " • ~ I 
made her own soap. too•) oy .creattng your  own • OUPLEXONMULLERST.2bedrms•each, slde • 
snacks Since there was no refriger- ' • by side, drilled well, well kept, some furniture : 
alton, she had to scout Fruit malice, puddings. ~ and appliances. Only S31,500. • 
around for cool places to cheese-and-cracker combi- • • 
store foods, as well. nations are some of the taste I= • 
Yes, those were the good treats you can concoct for • DUPLEX ON PINE ST. Two bedrms• each, • 
I upper lower type, laundry, carport below I old days! • those between-meal snacks. • • I • Ranges and frldges incl. Good location. $31,500. • 
Cover Walls with Fabric, • ' " 
• • ...... ~=~ ~'~'~ " ' " '~LEX AT 3946 WREN. Good revenue with • 
the dcsirod fabric you will Beyond the beauty of • bedroom sult~s, side by side. Appliances • 
• ~ded. Potential for extra suite or enlarging • 
need, depending on whether linen-covered walls, some • suite by developing the basement. Asking • 
width is 48", 54", or 60". other advantagcsincludc: no • 645,000. Cut the fabric in lengths to special preparation of the 
coincide with the height ol walls; no removal of old • BLOCK OLSON AVE. : 
your wall. Most walls are wallpaper; excellent acous- m three bedroom home wlthin easy walk to all • 
about 8-9" high. Be sure to tical properties; insulation; = ols and downtown. Large family.re¢ room In • 
~= ~asement• Listed MLS at just S49,000. Quick • allow 4'" extra to include a and the advantage of an- 
2"" finish-fold at top and hot- damaged removal of fabric • esslon available. B 
tom• The only necessary atany time. . . . . . . . .  : ~ ~,  
tools urea hand-staple gun unc~f t )~ g~t !(nw c n~inc~ n •• A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service •• 
. . . . .  ' O /  I | ,  y g C )el  gr ' ' - or automatic stapler; one- . . . , '.. i . . . . . . .  -'--: .- ' • Helen Gi uertson • 
thusiastic you may gcclde to ---- I "  " I S  - - - -  am~ .d i i  63S.3d09 ,ncn-wloe caranouru or  • ' . . . . . .  i i •  - -~W ~ I ,~,,~,,, I ~,,,,,~ i I [ - - l T l l  
wood strips hammer and cover the walls oI all your Start Parker 
• ' ' ;  ' ' ' rooms. For further instruc- • I l l  ~ ,d r  n n= 635.,4031 : 
small nails' scissors • fabric • . • • V ~ a l r  V l V l L'MEMIMI~_@ Harry Smith • . . . . . . . .  tlons on how t(l staple lab- 
knife, folding knife folding w • " ' " '; ' ric to alls, send 25c with ~1 ml rmRIR iO  635.2826 • 
ruler; standing ladder to al- your name and address to' • Jim Curly • 
low convenient stapling at Belgian I.incn Association, • 4611 UKELSE AVE.  ,3,,,88 • 
• Bob Ripmeester • 
ceiling: plumb rule with I)cpt. SC, 280 Madison : ASK ABOU' I  OUR OTHER L IST INGS.  635-2832 : 
chalk line or levch and Avcn'uc, New York, New 
pliers. York I(X)I6. t lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllm 
ooooeooooooooooooo j  
DO.GLAS A  /.rmsr | . PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. g2  
~/]  ~\ CHANNEL ~-~'  ~"* "*'*~ '~ '•  | 4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.I). V8G IV6 V V  
e~ ~1~~ REALTY e 
I L,o. : L 632-4721 Save.Mar on corner lot 
facing Graham Avenue. 3 1 An unbelievable bargain! . . . .  ~ '~  : '~ 
g : bedrooms, living room, I Over 2200 sq. ~. on the ~ - -  : - -  A large lot wlfll garden 
main floor, including a 370 An inspectlen of this 12x44 Immacubt l  3 bedrenm area and established trees 
~,~ DAVE BERRY • large kitchen with dining I sq. ft. master bedroom mobile home will prove home, full basement, close Is the setting for this 3 
qP 6324426 i Fireplace in living room Ilstandlng fireplace. Bright area. Heat and hot water,| with a Roman bath. A that It is good value for fo schools, recreation and bedroom 1034 sq. ft. home. 
basement with large ~ OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS • Iwlndows and high ceiling, natural gas. Attachedl conv,lent kitchen area $1S,508. Situated on a shopping. Beautifully KITIMAT • with family room and 75x100 lands•aped lot. landscaped. Asking anda second one is located 
1One finished room down. carport• Fenced rear yard. | dining area adiacent Price includes new metal $51,800. Call Horst or basement.in partiallYHomefinishedis listedfull 
• J-35 Vista Village .O •Sundeck over carport . . . . . .  LISTED price" or" $280000 • compliments this spacious storage shed. Murlel has Christel for more detnils, at 653,500 Call Kelly 
| Listed exclusively at . | home. Located on Clark the details. . , " " 
e 1.727 GvrfaJcon (MLS) ; Avenue in Thornhill and '~  ~°*~'~"~ ,, , i ,  | 
and lets talk offers : ~%i :~. ;~,~ ,~ ~ ~"f ~: , 
41 Hawk (MLS)-653,000 ~ ~ ~~: ~'~- ~;;~ ~ "' " ' 
Snowbird lots selling fast • ~ ~i!Go°d star 
G-9 Vista Village • 
• • • • 58 Chfford - Price Reduced == 
0_ 30 Gander - $30,000 
95 Stikine • $40,000 • 3]/z Acres on LakelseLake • 3 bedroom modular homelRural homestead on e0o| on large fenced lot. Lot |acre parcel of land In l  
e 87 Currie " $70,000 ~ nicely treed and private. I Ross~ood 2 bedroom 1 - • ' ' I v i " ' 
Large garage workshop [ homestead provides year 1 | Fourplex. on .S°uce..A e.. i , ,  ~1~i1~ Small but cozy. Only one 
for sale comprises ot tour a bedroom but comfortable. Z Why not call us  today  • wlth concrete floor. Wired•lround accomodatlon. I I bedroom 2 storey unlts with I ~ 1 ~ ] 1 ~ - * ; ~  . . . . . . . .  
Good garden areas and on I Some clearing ready for I . ~rua,eo in uplanasarea on 
; for your free appraisel • ~ e m ~ d l n g .  Beautiful view of |  electric ra.g. Or.. I 
area P r ~ h o m e  el l•well  secluded. E ~ m . m m m m  
• " china cabinet in dining |mountains. Parcel and 11  Monthly in¢ome.$,,~O per ~eo:n~ethruH;:a;wU:~l~ 
I, ,! • , vn~On~neni ,-xceiten, in. ~' large one acre yard. 
gO |ou|laSw. Offer 0hannelservlonPerformsb :- ~' l~ ingS320000. r~,oo~, ,  w ..ve o ,.x.. ,u,,, :!, * 4F-ER, OFFIOE IIIlu 
• APFHISALS-HOPER, I~AIIAIIEMEIIT • f~n~ea . ~ ~ ra .er  park exce.ent i 
• LOT SILES - 6WELOPilENT e co.~,,o. ~ ,~.~ ~,~o~.~ ! I HORST GODLINSKI - 636-6391 KELLI SQUIRES - 635-7616 
i llURIEL l iBLE- 636-2944 CHRIsTEL 60OLINSKI - 636-6397 • I ,  • OANADA WIDE REFERRAL $ERVlOE • i 
• , MORTGAGES It REUTALS • JUDITH JEPHSON - 638-1662 FRANK SKIDMORE - 636-6691 
• We re Number 3, we try Itarde] w 
eoo,.o.oooooo;4.; ;i 
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TERRAGE DRUGS LTD. 
3207 Kalum 636-1274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
• . :.PERSO.NAL, I. +":+.i CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions 51.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion• 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFI ED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month• 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days pri~- to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other then 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of SS.00 on all .~ 
N.S.F. cheqoel~i ,,+.~ :- ~',~ 
WEDDING "~DE$CRIP=-" 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without plclure. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
|'COMING EVENTS 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1977 
Single Copy 20¢ 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mall 3mth 12.00 
By Mail 6mth 22.00 
By Mall year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
• V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
i i  
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and 1o 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 1Odays of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space, 
that the liability of the. 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or. in. the.event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in- 
correct. Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlsing that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8088 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is holding a pre-Chrlstmas 
Arts and Crafts sale on 
December 1 and 2. All those 
interested in participating 
may write: Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary 
Walker, 635-6404; Julle 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay 
Ehses, 638.1403 for more 
Information. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc, for iheir 
THRIFT SHOP 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
S~turdays between 11 ~ m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfn) 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. (no tfn) 
The Catholic Women's 
League will be holding their 
Bazaar on November 4 at 
Veritas Hall. The previous 
date of October 28 has been 
cancelled not to interfere 
with another Bazaar. 
Everyone will be welcome at 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Rummage and Garage Sale 
to be held at Knox United 
Church on Saturday, October 
2I, 1978 from 1O a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
Legion Ladles Aux. Annual 
Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 
October 28. 2 - 4 p.m. Arena 
Banquet  Room.  
Dance to follow• Time: 9 - 1 
a.m. Music • Ran Swan. 
Midnight munchies. Price 
$15 per couple. (1-8) 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635-4503 
WANTE D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Skeena Valley Pnbekah 
Lodge =,tl Baza,. 
, Sa,u, udy, November 4 
in Elks Hall. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
.1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
peintment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for ira. 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at in- 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doclor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday of 
every month. Develop- 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
• CLINIC 
• Held.at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
": Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazel le. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
. Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635-2265. 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at the school, Sat. 
Nov. 11 from 2 p.m.-8 p.m. 
For donations please phone 
635-9027. 
December 11 
BAKESALE 
4p.m. ~ the Co.op. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
School. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
• I'he Terrace Advisory 
Recreation Commission will 
host a Public Forum on 
Thursday, October 19, 7:30 
p.m. Your views on present 
recreation and a recreation 
plan fur. the tuture are 
urgently required. Wrlflen 
and spoken briefs accepted. 
There will be a question and 
discussion period. 
Plan to Attend 
at Terrace Arena 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rif le range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13.18 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bov Tasa at 635.7598 
A lea and bazaar will be held 
in Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (n¢-tfn) 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Available !
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs..or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
Ocfoher 10- 27 
• The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring a water colour 
exhibit "Discover Water- 
colours" at the Terrace 
Public Library Arts Room. 
Open during library hours. 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should' 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
VARIETY '70 
Top variety family en- 
tertainment coming to 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Oct. 
271h. Two Shows. 7 p.m. & 9 
p.m. featuring Cherry Hill 
Show Band - -  two gals -- 
four guys - -  beautiful music. 
Plus Johnny Thorsen Banjo 
Express --  Canada's 
foremost banjo artist --  plus 
Peter Relston • "Puppetler", 
ventriloquist from CTV and 
Bill Fraser, Comedian. MC- 
the only man who can grow 
before your eyes. He's a top 
comedian and plays several 
instruments. He's a show in 
himself. 
It's family entertainment 
at its best. Advance tickets 
available at Ev's, Sight & 
Sound, Kelly's• 
Adult $5.00 Children, 
St udents 53.00 
LOGGERS 
The 11th Annual Convention 
of the North West Loggers 
Ass'n. is to take place Oct. 
27.28.29. This Is your 
weekend. Come and join In. 
There will be equipment 
displays, hospitality, safety 
conference, hospitality, 
pane l  d i scuss ions ,  
hospitality, food & refresh- 
ments, hospitality, top en- 
tertainment, hospitality, 
dining & dancing, 
hospitality. 
Don't miss It. Our 
associate members help 
sponsor the best convention 
and entertainment possible, 
and would like to Invite all 
loggers and their spouses to 
attend. So come and Join In 
and enjoy - -  hospitality plus. 
Terrace St. Matthews' 
Anglican Church Women are 
having a Rummage Sale, 
Saturday, October 21 
from 10 a.m. to noon. (nc5- 
20) 
The Terrace St. Matthews' 
Anglican Church Women 
would like to announcelheir 
Annual Christmas Bazaar• 
This wil l  be held on 
NOVEMBER 25TH, 1978 at 
our church premises on 
Lazelle Avenue. Everyone is 
welcome. (nc5-20) 
JUDO 
• Terrace Judo Club, Thornhlll 
Elementary. Monday & 
Wednesdays - -  7 to9:38 p.m. 
Instructors Murray 
Bromley, 1st Degree Black 
Bolt. Constable Errol Schelh 
RCMP, Blue Belt. 
For more information 
phone: Sherry Hill, 635.2671 
after 6 p.m. (c10-27) 
The KItlmat Community 
Arts Council Is sponsoring 
the 6th Annual Arts & Craft 
Fair on OCTOBER 28TH J 
City Centre Mall. Anyone 
wishing more information, 
please call Joanne 
Monaghan - -  632.5544. 
You a re invited to cornel 
The Opening Ceremony will 
be taking place on October 
281h - -  10:00. Mayor George 
Thom will be present. (nc) 
Annual Sea Cadets , 
FLEA MARKET 
will be held October 21, 1978 
at the Hall on Konigus from 
10 a.m. to 12 noon. Donations 
of household items and 
furniture would be up• 
preclated. 632-3337, 632-3356, 
632-3057 for pickup. Ad- 
ditional shipment of ap- 
pliances, 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATI NG 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Quoanswny Dr. 
RUPERT• STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and baHerles. 
Location. Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Moo. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5439 
SKE ENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
(ai4) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. ~ 
635-5876 let f) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays Ill eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a.06) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
835-3479anytime 
(A J12) 
Sweet Sixteen requires part 
time sales girls during the 
day. Phone 635-7880. (c7.25) 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews call Joan . 638. 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush). 
(ctf) 
The Terrace Public Library 
is looking for a permanent 
par t . t ime ch i ld ren 's  
librarian. Responsibilities 
include selection and 
cataloguing of all children's 
material  as well as 
development of programs 
for children. The applicant 
should have relevant 
education and experience 
and should apply in person to 
the librarian. (c2-16,17) 
1 Peaney TNT 100 guitar 
amplifier. 1 Yamaha 50-1150 
beSS amp. 1 set high hat 
symbols ow stand. Open to 
offers. Phone 635.7107 9.5 
p.m., 635-9792 after 6 p.m. 
Ask for Wayne. (c5-19) 
550 Honda Super Sport. 
Excellent condition. Low 
mileage. $1,500. Phone 635. 
3373. (p3.18) 
Two Vancouver bought 
wedding dresses for sale. 1 
size 10 • white. 1 size 12 • 
white. Please call 635•3651. 
(p10-25) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635. 
3260. 635.3294. (notfn) 
Wringer washer - 575. 2 girls 
bicycles 525 each. Ladles 
skates $10 each. Ladles 
skates 515. 635-2829. (p5.17) 
For Sale: 2 ET mags with 
rubber 131/+ Inch tread to fit 
GM products and one 410 
posltrack for Olds. 635.9376. 
(p5.17) 
Gunsmlthlng, gun repair, 
refinishing, rebluelng, sight- 
ins, quality work, fast ser- 
vice. No job too big or too 
small. 
queensway Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
rerrace, B.C. 
• Phone 638.1613 
atf-04) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635-2517. (ctf•04) 
4 winter tires. 14x750 with 
factory mag rims. 1 double 
bed with box spring. 
Chesterfield & chair. Good 
condition. Highest bidder 
takes all. 635.6953 after 6 
p.m. (c5.18) 
Track Lights: for inside and 
window displays. Bulbs 
enclosed with lights. For 
further information call 635. 
6659. (c3.19) 
For Sale: one 40 HP 
Evenrude outboard. 635.7044. 
(c5.17) 
GOOD TRUCK FOR SALE 
Blue 1975 Dodge V2 T. P.U. 
318, 4 on the floor. Has wall to 
wall carpeting and seat 
covers. AM.FM radio, 
cassette deck &. tapes. 
Winter tires all around. 
43,000 miles, mostly hwy. 
Englne & body in good 
shape. Phone 635.6701. (c5- 
18) 
1973 Chevelle with new 
engine. A.C., P.W., P.B., 
P.S. Low mileage on new 
engine. 635.3295 or view at 
2147 Queensway. (c12.20) 
FOR SALE: 1973 Lauren- 
tlan. Phone 635•2948. (p5.20) 
Two bedroom fully furnished 
unit. Fireplace, dishes, 
linen, etc. Suitable for two 
working adults. No pets• 
Phone 635.6757. (I)3-18) 
2 bedroom suite for rent. 
Fridge & stove. No pets. 635. 
5627. (p3.16) 
For rent in Thornhlll. One 
bedroom furnished apart- 
ment. $150 monthly. Singles 
only please• 635.2065. (p2.17) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom, living room with 
sliding glass door to rear' 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior. Extra lot is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separately• Asking 520,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for appointment 
to view. ('c18.31) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Three bedroom house on 
large corner lot. Many 
features. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. For ap- 
pointment phone 632-244;. 
days. 632.6728evenings. (c10- 
27) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price 545,000. 
Phone 635.4453. (ctf.m,f) 
12x68 mobile home, 2 
bathrooms, 3 bedrooms. 
Completely or partly fur- 
nished, located close to 
schools. 2 room joey shack, 
false fireplace. Full length 
covered walkway. 635-4591. 
ctfn) 
REPOSSESSEDAND 
NEW MOBILE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C. 
Will fly you irtto Van. 
couver all expenses paid. 
Phone collect 437.4311 and 
ask fur Mr. Starks. 
(a10.27oct) 
Require 3 bdrm., house or 
mobile home to rent Im -j 
mediately. 635.4380 or 635- 
4066. Responsible party with 
excellent references• (fin) i 
We are looking for a house to 
rent by October 31. Doesn't 
have to be in town. Please 
call 635-6701 anytime. (c10- 
25) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft• Can 
be separated 1o 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle . 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1970. (ctf) 
Business opportuni t ies  
meeting. Earn extra money, 
meet new friends, become 
your own Independent boss. 
No obligations. Come have a 
coffee and give us your t 
eplnion. 
Place: Sandman Inn 
(basement). 
7:30 p.m. every Tuesday 
night. Ask for Corinne or 
Lyle. (c20.27} 
1965 Chevy motor. 283 & 
transmission. 
1970 Ford P.U. 635.7830. (cl- 
17) 
1974 Mazda RX3. Rotary 
engine, only 2£000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Four 
winter, all round radial fires 
Included. Phone 635•2777. 
(p7.20) 
1976 Camero. Excellent 
cond.,P.S., P.B., 8 track. 
1,600miles. 638.1996 after 6 
p.m. 638.8165. (p5-1B) 
~0'x48' with frldge, stove, 
freezer, sofa-bed, chair, Joey 
shack. S2995. For further 
Information 635-5961 aftei" 6 
p.m. (oct 19,20,23,24,25,26,27) 
FOR SALE OR LEASE 
12x56 mobile home with 
12x56 addition on I/2 acre 
landscaped lot with fruit 
trees and berry bushes. 3 
bdrms.," utility rm., living 
rm. with fireplace, dining. 
rm., wall to wall carpet. 6 
miles from town. Will sell or 
lease to reliable party.. 
Phone 635-3271 after 5 p.m. 
(stf) 
Rent or Purchase: 1972 12x68 
Paramount trai ler with 
fireplace. Near stores and 
schools on private lot. Rent 
5255 per mo. with option to 
buy or purchase. 59,500. 
Open to offers. Will carry 
second mortgage if' 
necessary. Ph. (112) 762- 
4612. Write Joe Rorke, 'Gen. 
Del., Winfield, B.C. (ctf.06) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes 
from as low as $100.00 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome. 
Phone co l lec t  591 
5105. 
(ctf) 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OINN Ei~S 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK ~IGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 9624414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft.T) 
~ Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Highways and 
Public Works 
HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS - 
TENDERS 
Electoral District 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
To crush and stockpile 9000 Tons of 15 mm minus 
aggregate in accordance with Section 202 and Section 
190 (of the General Specifications for Highway Con. 
struction) in the Green River Pit (No. 5152) located 32 
KM East of Prince Rupert, within D.L. 4408, Range 5, 
Coast District. 
..Tender opening date: October 31, 1978 
.. Submit to Ministry of Highways 
. . . .  730 West 2rid Avenue, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
..SEALED TENDERS, on the forms and in the en- 
velopes provided, accompanied by a bid bond or 
certified cheque as defined in the Instructions to 
Bidders, will he received by the Ministry of Highways 
and Public Works in Room 237, Dougla; Building, 
Victoria, B.C. unless otherwise specified, up to 2 p.m. 
(local Victoria time) on the day of the fender opening, 
at which time tenders will he opened in public. The 
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
.. Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, 
and conditions of tender can be obtained from the 
Ministry of Highways and Public Works, 3876 Norland 
Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V8G 358 (telephone 294.4711) 
unless otherwise specified, or from the undersigned for 
the sum of S1O, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
.. If available, full.sise drawings can also be obtained 
for an addiNonal $10. 
. .The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway 
Construction," to which the construction of this con- 
tract shall conform, are also available for the sum of 
510. Applicable. 
.. Cheques or money orders shall be made payable to 
the Minister of Finance. No such purchases are 
refundable. 
.. Tender documents obtainable from Ministry of High. 
ways 
730 West 2nd Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
R.G. HARVEY 
Deputy Minister 
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12x68 three bdrm. mobile 
home with 2 finished ad- 
ditions. Phone 635.4692. (c5- 
17) 
1WO Ferd P.U. 3/4 ton with 4 
spcl.w. 11 fool camper. 2 yrs. 
old. Asking $4,000 for both. 
Phone 635.4530. (c5-17): 
Vanguard camper 8'6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
Priced to sell. Phone 635. 
4094. (c5.19) 
SAVE Sl,000 
One year old 8' Frontier 
Cab.over Camper. Fully 
loaded -- frldge, stove, 
furnace, lacks etc. $3,500. 
Phone 
635.7369 
after 6 p.m. (p5.19) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TOO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
R ENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
(ctf.t,f) 
I @ FnMl*ef M.~tWol I ldl l~ edumlm Fo~lt= 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A-10732 
THERE will 
be offered for sale at public 
auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Hnzellon, B.C. at 
11:00 a.m. on November 24/ 
197S, the Lleence A10732, to 
cut 36,230 cunlts of Hemlock, 
Balsam, Spruce, Lodgepole, 
Pine, Cedar located at VCL 
N Boundary of Lot 3022 in the 
vl¢lnity of Dyne Lake. 
Two (2) years Will be 
allowed for removal of 
timber. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to altend the auction 
In person may submit a 
sealed tender,, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bld. 
Particulars may be ob- 
tained from the Regional 
Manager Market Place, 
MANPOWER 
REPORT 
• For further information on 
these and other job up- 
portunities, please contact 
your local Canada Era- 
• ployment Centre at 4630 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
ASST. PROJECT 
MANAGER - $138 per week. 
To co-ordieate tutors. 
GROUP HOME RELIEF 
PARENTS - Must be couple. 
To relieve regular house 
parents 8 days per month. 
:' $840 per month ~r  cGuple. 
• ~ CHILDREN'S LIBRARIAN.- 
Must have relevant 
education and-or work ex- 
perience. $6.50 per hr. 
COUNSELLOR 2 - BSW- 
RWE or university, degree in 
social sciences. $1300 per 
month. 
PRE-SCHOOL TEACHERS - 
Must be qualified with 
certificate. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER- 
Stewart area. 
FIELD WORKERS - Tutors. 
$138 per week. 
WOODWORKING IN- 
STRUCTOR - Must have 
previous experience. $13E 
per week. 
ARTS & CRAFTS CO- 
ORDINATOR To co- 
ordinate efforts of local 
artists. $139 per week. 
COED TEEN CO- 
ORDINATOR - Part time. 
Evenings. $5,00-6.00 per hr. 
INSTRUCTORS FOR 
•: RECREATION PROGRAMS 
il - For spring terms. $5.00-6.00 
!i per hr. 
:: PHYSICIAN General 
ii Praetioner. 18-12 - 15-1-79. 
:: Peds., Gynecology and 
!i Obsteteric. 
!~ LOANS CLERK - 45 wpm 
typing. $675 per me. 
CLERK II! - 40 wpm typing. 
Payroll. 
PARTS SALESMAN - Must 
! have experience in auto 
wrecking. T~0+ per me. 
SALES CLERK - Part time, 
for retail clothing store. $3.50 
per hr. 
SHORT ORDER COOK - 
Must be experieneed. $4.00 
per hr. 
PIZZA COOK - Mature clean 
cut person. Experience not 
: necessary. $3.75 per hr DOE 
neg. 
Train TOffRIgTALK The=rival 
[ ride ~o~ TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA Of  a god 
sheer 
beauty 
By Bryan McGill 
British Columbia has the most 
spectacularly scenic railway 
mutes in the world, and probably 
none is more so than the unique 
British Columbia Railway line 
between Vancouver and Prince 
George. 
The provincially-owned BCR 
has one of only two passenger 
lines left whose terminus points 
are within B.C. The other is the 
CPR's Esquimalt & Nanaimo 
(E&N) which runs daily up and 
down eastern Vancouver Island 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or the between Victoria and Courtenay. 
Forest Ranger, Box 215, Other unusual lines, such as the 
Hazelton, B.C. (oct Kettle Valley Railway and the 
3,10,17,24,31, Nov .7,14,21) Kaslo and Sloean (K&S), have 
long disappeared from their 
• routes over wild and remote ter- 
ritories, off the beaten tracks of 
the world-famous transcontlnen- 
5 yr. old registered Morgan taltrainsoftheCNRandtheCPR. 
geldln 9. Keer's Warrior The BCR advertises its North 
Further Information phone 
638.1494 or 635-3090: (c21-31) Vancouver-Prince George pax- 
senger mn as "'The Scenic Route 
3 yr. old gelding. 8 yr. old ofBritishColumbia",anditisno 
Welsh pony. Both with idle boast, for sections of it at 
saddles & bridles, least parallel, if not surpass, the 
Reasonable prices. 635.4596. much vaunted mountain rputes of 
(104-18) the tradseontinentals. 
i f  you want io experience the 
ride, the best time is to go 
off-season, advises a BCR offi- 
cial. During summer, he says, it is 
always booked to capacity. 
The grandeur of the trip is not 
diminished in the least during. 
say, the autumn when the colors 
of the season are breaking out. 
You are in for a treat no matter 
when you go. 
Actually the BCR offers two 
variations on its passenger run: a 
daily return trip to and from 
CIIINESE FOOD COOK - Lillooet, andathrice-weeklyone 
Must be experienced. $1000 to Prince George, much farther up 
per me, the line. This is not to mention its 
WAITERS&WAITRESSES- vastly popular Royal Hudsen 
steam excursion train that only 
runs from mid-May to early Oc- 
tober as a 130-kilometre ound 
Several required. Part time 
jobs. 
BABYSITTERS- Several 
required. In Terrace. Full trip between North Vancouver 
and part time jobs. and Squamish. 
HOUSEKEEPER- One day The BCR leaves North Van- 
per week. $3.50 per hr. couverdaily at8 a.m. andarrivcs 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST- in Lillooet at 1:15 p.m. after 
Must be experienced. Wages covering 252 kilometres. The 
neg. DOE. 
SHINGLE SAWYER -Ful ly return trip begins at 4:05 p.m., 
experienced only. $5.00 per arriving backin Noah Vancouver 
nesday and Friday at 8 a.m., 
reaching its destination atI0 p.m. 
after 740 kilometres. It leaves 
Prince George Tuesday, Thursday 
and Saturday at 7:30 a.m., arriv- 
ing in North Vancouver at 9:30 
p.m. 
In leaving the North Vancouver 
station and passing through West 
Vancouver, you'll see beautiful 
Horseshoe Bay, gateway to Howe 
Sound and a major terminus for 
B.C. Ferries. 
After hugging the mountain. 
sides along Howe Sound, the 
dayliner pulls into Squamish with 
its inspiring view of 264-metre- 
high Mount Garibaldi. 
' Seven kilomelres farther on, 
the Cheekye River is crossed, the 
beginning of the awesome 
Cheakamus Canyon. The railway 
climbs a steep grade and for a 
six-kilometre stretch the river 
may be seen as it tumbles through 
the narrow gorge. 
Next is Garibaldi Station, 
situated on the outskirts of 
Garibaldi Provincial Park. From 
this point, a trail leads to alpine 
meadows, lakes and the Black 
Tusk. Fifteen kilometres along is 
many historical iasdmarks, in- 
cluding a Calm marking Mile 
Zero of the famous Caribeo 
Highway. T~e many *'Mile" 
houses where stage coaches once 
stopped for meals and a fresh 
team of horses were measured 
from this pioneer community. 
A few kilometres beyond Lil- 
Ioeet' the railway crosses the 
Fraser River on a high steel and 
concrete bridge. From here it 
follows Fraser" River Canyon, 
climbing a steep grade, At Moran 
the Fraser is visible 600 metres 
below the tracks. 
After passing through the 
Cariboo ranching centre of Clin- 
ton, the train comes upon Chasm, 
a deep c~yon more than a mile 
long, and then reaches Horse 
Lake, the highest point on the 
railway, altitude !159 metres 
above sea level. 
At Williams Lake, another di- 
Vision point of the railway some 
502 kilometres out of'Vancouver, 
are large stockyards from which 
thousands of cattle are shipped 
each year• to North American 
markets. 
In the 70-kilometre stretch 
By Ron Gadsby 
Following a three-weeks' 
sojourn at Unalaska while repairs 
to "Discovery" and "Resolu- 
tion" were made, Captain James 
Cook once again visited the 
Aleutian Islands and took time to 
communicate with the natives. 
Hc described them as being 
Mongolian-Eskimo, scrupulously 
honest and "the most peaceable, 
inoffensive people" he had ever 
met. They were anxious to trade 
furs for tobacco. 
He noted that as they didn't 
paint heir faces they were able to 
retain a higher quality of cleanli- 
ness, compared to other North 
American Indians. 
At this junclure he also met 
Russian traders and some 
pioneers engaged in the fur trade. 
None of his party could speak any 
language understood by the Rus- 
sians and communication was 
limited although friendly. 
On leaving the area there were 
more storms, one of which caused 
the death of a seaman when the 
main tack of the Discovery broke. 
Three others were i.njured in the 
mishap. But it was on to the 
Sandwii:h Islands. 
sq. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Must be experienced. Ap- 
prentice with 2 or more yrs. 
experience would be ac- 
ceptable. Union wage. 2 
positions. 
REFRIGERATION 
MECHANIC- Must have TQ. 
Union rate. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified. $600 per 
mo. 
RADIATOR REPAIRMAN - 
Should have previous ex- 
perience. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Fully 
qualified with TQ. 2 positions 
(1 in Terrace and 1 in Pt. 
Clements). 
AUTO MECllANIC - Must I~ 
journeyman. Union wage 
CONSTRUCTION ELEC. 
TRICIAN- Terrace. Must be 
fully qualified. Union rate. 
at 9:3(} p.m. 
Alia Lake, summit of the coast 
range, and the stop for skiing at 
Whistler Mountain. 
At Green Lake, with a view of 
Wedge Mountain, begins the des- 
cent to Pemberton Valley, fol- 
lowing Green River and passing 
Green River Falls. Pemberton 
itself, 151 kilometres out of Van- 
couver, is a distribution centre for 
the fertile valley. 
But it is here the train enters 
into a historic realm. A short 
distance north, the railway cros- 
ses Lillooel River. along the very 
first trail to the goldfields of the 
Cariboo that was slashed in 1858 
from the Lower Fraser to Lillooet. 
The rail~vay touches upon and 
follows this trail ahmg into the 
Cariboo. 
A few kilometres beyond Pem- 
burton is Mount Currie. an Indian 
settlement containing ~me ex- 
cellent examples of square-cut 
logs. At Birken. the summ tot  
Canada Mountain is reached. 
The descent to D'Arcy brings you 
to the head of Anderson Lake. 
which the train fallows for 24 
kilometres. 
Seton Portage is the site of the 
first railway in B.C, where 
wooden rails were used fi~r boat 
portage between Anderson and 
Salon lakes. 
At Lillooet. you can either get 
offthe train and spend a few hours 
in the town before catching the 
The Prince George run leaves train back to Vancouver. or press 
North Vancouver Monday, Wed- on to Prince Geor~,e. Lillooet has 
Inflation .Fighting 
I .e,0 ,\°i 
TROPICAL  DEL IGHTS 
IIEAVY DUTY MECilANIC 
- Britannia Beach. General 
maintenance, skidders. IWA 
+ 13.00 per hr. 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must have experience in 
chain link fences. DOE. 
CARPENTER - Temporary 
job. Must be journeyman or 
equivalent. 
PLUMBER - Residential- 
Commercial. Must be 
journeyman. Union rate, 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must be experienced and 
have air ticket. Commission 
or wages, 8.00-9.00 her hr. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN Must be 
journeyman or have 4 yrs. 
experience. 
HAWAIIAN PAPAYA, pineapple and cooked  
ham glazed with a pineapple.honey bast ing  
sauce  make  an unusua l  pat io  meal.  
Our newe'st state, Hawaii, Papayas are so versatile 
provides the inspiration for you may want to keep se.v- 
between Williams Lake and 
Quesnel is the Deep Creek bridge, 
one of the world's highe.~t railway 
bridges at almost 94 metres above 
water. Quesnel, another historic 
community, is a jumping-off 
point to the Wells-Barkerville 
gold mining area. 
Two more high and long 
bridges follow: the Cottonwood 
River Bridge, 307 metres long 
and 70 metres high, and the 
Ahbau Creek Bridge, 276 metres 
long and 21 metres high. 
As the line approaches Prince 
George, it again parallels the 
Fraser River. Prince George, a 
rapidly growing city which is now 
the third largest in B.C., is always 
worth a stayover. Being almost 
smack in the centre of the pro- 
vince, it is a crossroads that leads 
to the noah, west, south and east 
via railroads, highways and air 
routes. 
For morn information, contact 
your local travel agency repre- 
senting British Columbia Railway 
or contact i s passe, nger service at 
(112) 987-6216. 1311 West Ist, 
Noah Vancouver, V7P I A6. 
ceremony" that seemed to ap- 
On Nov. 26 Cook sighted pmachadoration--andadoration On Fab. 4, amid a splendid and 
Maul, the second largest island in it was. friendly farewell gala, the ships 
the group, and was surrounded by It had been predicted that Lone sailed from the bay. Four days 
a swarm of canoes bearing wel- the god of peace, happiness and latera sudden storm dsmage.J the 
coming natives. Among them was 
an elderly man who extended an 
official greeting and whom Cook 
assumed was their chief. He 
learned' later the greeter was 
Kalaniopu, king of all the 
Hawaiian Islands who, one can 
assume, came to take stock of the 
white men. 
Four more days passed before 
Hawaii was sighted and through- 
out the journey natives greeted 
them constantly. The ships nib- 
bled at the shoreline seeking safe 
anchorage and the process 
seemed to the men to go on 
indefinitely. They wanted to feel 
land under their feet once again 
and Cook reported they became 
restive almost to the point of 
mutiny. Another element that did 
little to calm their restlessness 
was the warmth of the welcome at 
every turn. 
Cook's journal indicated that 
every day they were greeted by 
swarms of canoes carrying "'hogs 
A typical weh'omcfor Cook in his exploration of the tropics. 
and women, the latter more ready prostrated themselves before him 
to bestow their favours" than any and minor and major chiefs 
he had ever known, brought gifts. 
On Jan. 16, 1779, Bligh was Finally, the king himself, 
sent o examine what appeared to Kalaniopu, in the most glittering 
be suitable anchorage in Ceremony to date, bestowed more 
Kealakekua Bay. He reported cloaks and gifts, and in an ex- 
fresh water available and an an- change of goodwill, the two 
chorage was established. What men--the god and the king--ex- 
Cook couldn't guess was that he changed names in a token of 
was about to be subjected to a friendship. 
welcome that could only befit the But gradually the atmosphere 
arrival of a god because that is changed. As the men lingered on, 
what the priests considered him eating the proffered food and 
to be. enjoying their life in general, the 
An estimated 1,500 canoes people's generosity began to pall. 
containing about 9,000 natives The two crews of men ate a lot of 
milled around the ships. In the provisions supplied by the 
waterhundredsofyoungboysand supplicant natives. When Cook 
women swam around "like shoals announced tbey would be leaving 
of fish", and to say the least, shortly, the relief was almost 
Cook was impressed. When he apparent. Then, as now, house- 
went ashore where thousands guests could outwear their wel- 
more lined the beach, he was comeandCook'speoplewerefast 
subjected to "a long and tiresome approaching that point. 
agriculture would return to the "Resolution's" foremast and it 
island in human form, and to was decided to. return to 
the natives, Cook was Lone. Kealakekua Bay to make mpaim. 
Wherever he went the people The decision was fatal. 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide end 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2S00~ applicable. 
Expanse paid fare Vancouver - return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
coiled. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
.YOU'LL'::::,:.:::: 
SAVE A 
"BUCK '' 
OR TWO ... 
SEE OUR 
STAGGERING 
VALUE PACKED 
GRAND 
OPENING 
CIRCULAR 
IN THIS PAPER 
TUESDAY, 
OCTOBER 24th 
AND THEN 
FOLLOWTHE 
TRACKS TO 
YOUR NEW 
K mart! 
IMarsh World I 
WATERFOWL PARASITES - Waterfowl are intected 
by numerous spedes of parasites including flukes, 
tapeworms, roundworms and spiny.headed worms. 
Each parasite species has its own particular life 
hcycle. Many parasites develop thr~)ugh their larval 
|stages in the various invertebrates on which water- 
I fowl  feed. Parasites seldom appear to be detrimen- 
I tal to waterfowl because the secret to their survival 
'Its the ability to gain sustenance from the!r host 
I ~  cau~ it severe h~rm. 
I Ducks Uni~nii~l'('(:an;d'a) 
I 1190 Waverley St.. Winnipeg. Man. R3T 2E2 O262. '7e 
a delicious recipe that relies 
on man's oldest method of 
cooking--grill ing over an 
open fire. 
You can devise refreshing, 
economical ham Kabobs 
and surprise your family 
and friends with a mini 
luau. Begin by stringing 
eral on hand to use m 
different salads and desserts. 
Try these Tropical Kabobs 
with papaya for your next 
barbeque, lunch, or supper. 
Smaller chunks can be used 
to make an eye~atching 
appetizer. 
TROPICAL KABOBS 
lean, tender chunks of 
cooked ham (preferably 3 Ibs. cooked ham cut into 
pork loin or fresh ham), 1-1/2ineheubes 
papaya and pineapple on I 15 oz. van pineapple 
skewers, chunks in natural juice 
These Kabobs acquire 2 ripe Calavo papayas, cut 
their exotic flavor from the into chunks* 
golden, juicy Hawaiian pa- I cup honey 
payas. Available all year, pa- Drain pineapple, reserving 
payas have been described liquid; alternate pineapple, 
as having the taste of a ham and papaya ehunks on 
Crenshaw melon combined 8" skewers. Mix 1/2 cup 
with the rich sweetness of pineapple juice and honey. 
a peach. Whether green or Brash on kabobs. Cook over 
full yellow, they are ripe eoah or under broiler for 
when they yield to gentle about 5 minutes-turning 
pressure. 
Rich in Vitamins A, C and 
potauium, papayas rate 
high nutritionally, too. As 
an extra plus, they are a 
dieter's delight, A half shell 
has only 78 calories, 
and basting with remaining 
marinade. Makes 16 (&inch) 
skewers. 
*To prepare papaya, cut 
in half  lengthwise and scoop 
out seeds. Pare skin and cut 
papaya into cubes. 
t.Saving you money is. 
ne name of our game, 
IN  THE SKEENA MALL  
t ~ 
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DEAR ABBY: "DON'T EVER LIE TO ME--EVER! 
NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!" How many 
times l've heard my husband admonish our children 
thusly! Yet, he lies to me constantly. And when he's 
trapped, he admits it, but he doesn't view his lying as 
the loathsome act he criticizes in our children. 
I feel so betrayed, and I've told him so. But he ex- 
cuses himself by insisting it's much easier to lie to me 
than to tell the truth. (He says, "It causes less con. 
fusion that way.") 
His lying is destroying the respect I once held for 
him. Please help me. 
CRUMBLING 
DEAR CRUMBLING: I can't prevent your husband 
from lying--and neither can you. But if you better 
understood the anatomy of a lie, perhaps your anger, 
disappointment and hurt would be greatly reduced. 
A liar simply lacks guts to tell the truth. 
Your husband's problem is greater than yours. 
Encourage him to get professional help to develop 
maturity, self.esteem and confidence. Then he won't 
feel the need to lie. 
DEAR ABBY: t"n 25 and never had a real boyfriend. 
Oh. I've had some dates, but they never develop into 
anything serious. 
When I graduated from high school my mother 
started a hope chest for me, and it's been filled for a 
long time. I have silver, dishes, glassware and linens-- 
just about everything a girl needs to go into 
housekeeping. My mother even made me a wedding 
dress. 
Whenever a guy comes over, Morn shows him my 
hope chest, then she tells him what a wonderful cook 
and housekeeper I am. She even tells him what a 
wonderful mother I would make. Then I never see the 
guy again. 
Abby, I've kept the same job for seven years, and my 
friends tell me I'm pretty and have a nice personality. 
So what's wrong with me? 
WANTS A HUSBAND 
DEAR WANTS: Your mother. She means well, but 
she's frightening the men away. Ask her to please 
confine her remarks to the weather when a young man 
is around. And if she can't---or won't--! see little hope 
of your using the contents of your hope chest until yon 
leave your mother's bed and board. Thhtk about it. 
DEAR ABBY: I know that etiquette demands that all 
personal letters and social notes be hand-written, and 
it is considered bad manners to use a typewriter for 
such things, but here is my plight. 
I suffer from arthritis in the fingers of both hands, 
and it is extremely difficult for me to use a pen. 
However, I am able to use a typewriter, so I have been 
typing all my personal correspondence. 
Is it necessary for me to apologize and explain that I
know better, but because of my arthritis I beg to be 
excused? 
KNO'I'rED KNUCKLES 
DEAR KNOTTED: No. Regardless of what the 
etiquette books say, circumstances and common sense 
should be your guide. 
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s A peak eagle C~ro]e -
Average solution time: 26 min. ~ Large 
eistem 
Centers 
ZS PoRsh 
Z~ Fireplace 
tool 
30 Trick 
31 Rim 
~Z Peer 
Gynt's 
mother 
M Caudal 
10-11 appendage 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. ~ Thought 
B3 Eugene Sbeffer 
r- ' l l  I 
CRYPTOQUIP I 0-11 
UVG V RAYGYXSU HVXEBS HYVA 
CEX CEA RSGY VBXACGVEXB?  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp - -  BHTER PUNDIT PANS BAD 
PUNSTER, 
Today's Cryptequip clue: R equals F 
The Cryl~qulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. It you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
@1978 King Features Syndicate, Int. 
Horoscope 
What kind of day will 
today .be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
ARIES Apr . .20)~ 
(Mar. 21 to 
Be ready for a phone call or 
letter you can't ignore. Act en 
this matter immediately. 
Your family will make 
demands -- don't give in to 
them. 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
An embarrusing cenfe~lon 
from a friend will leave you 
upset. You'll be tempted to 
make a Judgment but instead 
offer sUplzrt. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) 
If you get work out of the 
way early, the way will be 
clear for an evening of 
relaxation. Social encounters 
will go well for singles. 
CANCZR .)®~:~ 
(June 22 to July 
Don't be too pushy or 
demanding. You will get your 
way if you use your innate 
charm and good hu/nor and 
apply tact. 
Frances Drake 
LEO 
( j . .  to Ang. . )ve~ 
You could be lucky in money 
matters today. Check out 
investmento. A change might 
bring you good fortune. 
vu=.o  
(Aug. 24 to Sept.23) 
Don't let interfering friends, 
no matter how well-meaning 
disrupt plans you have 
carefully made. Do what you 
think is right. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)--Iim~& m 
A new friend could make a 
dramatic hange in your llfe 
un~ lifestyle. Don't pass up 
opportunities to mix, mingle 
and socialize. 
SCORPIO m ~' .  
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) , , v~/ -  
Suspicions you've been 
harboring about a friend are 
well founded. Trust has been 
misplaced, and the sooner 
your realize this, the better. 
sA~ARIUs ~,~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~,'P" 
This is a dangerous time for 
personal relationships. A 
hasty word could bring 
arguments and make 
reconciliation difficult, if not 
impossible. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Don't be too demanding. 
Curb a tendency to get your 
way at any cost. Those who 
love you need to be dealt with 
paUently. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)~.~t  
Steer clear of friends who 
are overly conservative. This 
is a good day for creative 
opportunity, the ex- 
traordinary and the unusual. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 
You can't accomplish 
everything you have in mind. 
Choose the projects that have 
top priority, and you can deal 
with them effectively, 
YOU BORN TODAY spurn 
the mundane and seek to fill 
your life with excitement. You 
tend to beimpulsive andure at 
your best when the odds are 
agnbmt you. You dare to do 
the dangerous and seldom 
experience fear. You are an 
original, not a carbon copy 
and have a flair for the unique. 
Self-confident and artistic, 
you attract others like a 
magnet. You could score in 
the arts or in business, you 
like the thrill of winning so 
your interest in sports is keen. 
Birthdate of : Rita Hayworth, 
actress ; Sterling Moss, auto 
racer. 
© 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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"Dentlslrlfs coma a long way in tha last few years." 
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the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Start Lee and John Romita 
i ~v  CLASSES WHEN THE ) C_ HOW I~O "r ~.~ ~ H6ARP THE NEW~ ~. 
I~LACK~AILER ~Ukl~ ~l l~ J~ ~'~.~'~ ~ Q ~ l i a ~  
I~E ANYWHE,~E, J ' i~  '~ MYS~L~ _ - - f l~ IP '~ '~ im'~'_~[  
WATCHIN~-L -~O~I~ FROM HERr I~=~ ~ ' - . ~  
,~  ' 
CA TFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary  Peterman 
/ I~01~ ~0~T rr l:Cc-~)l '""~'~' ~oP~,  ~ '~ I ''~ 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
_A  
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
DOONESBURY By' Garry Trudeau 
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